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Abstract




Advisers: Professor Sam Al Khatib, Professor Jason Kandybowicz
This dissertation investigates the syntactic and semantic aspects of long-distance dependency
involved in Korean wh-Negative Polarity Items (NPIs). Korean wh-NPIs consist of a wh-
item and a focus particle -to meaning ‘also’ or ‘even’. In all reported cases, the wh-item and
-to appear adjacent to each other. However, the wh-item and -to can appear discontinuously
when the NPI licenser is located in a different clause from the wh-NPI. I will call this new form
of wh-NPIs “split wh-NPIs”. The central claims of this dissertation are the following. The
first, long-distance dependency displayed in split wh-NPIs is attained via overt movement
of a focus particle -to ‘also/even’ in an effort to form a local relation with an NPI licenser.
Second, -to is interpreted with its associated wh-item via point-wise semantic composition
without forming a local relation at LF. These conclusions are motivated by finding two sets
of new data: 1) split wh-NPIs cannot be formed across island boundaries, 2) split wh-NPIs
are susceptible to focus intervention effects. This analysis has important implications for
another wh-in-situ construction in Korean, wh-questions. By comparing split wh-NPIs with
wh-in-situ questions, I argue that wh-in-situ questions do not involve any type of movement.
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This dissertation investigates the syntax and semantics of Korean wh-Negative Polarity Items
(NPIs), focusing on a form of them that has not been discussed previously, which I call split
wh-NPIs. Examples for typical wh-NPIs and split wh-NPIs are illustrated below:



















‘Mary did not say anyone is smart.’
As (1) shows, Korean wh-NPIs consist of two parts: a wh-item (here nwukwu) and the focus
particle -to, which on its own means ‘also’ or ‘even’. Later we will see constructions that
feature these two elements, but where the wh-word is interpreted as an ordinary existential
quantifier, and ”to” as ’even’. In such cases, we will say that the conditions for producing a
wh-NPI are not met.
1
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This dissertation is about these conditions, some (I will argue) are syntactic, others
semantic. The central claims of this dissertation are the following. First, the non-local de-
pendency displayed in split wh-NPIs is attained via overt movement of a focus particle -to
‘also/even’ in an effort to form a local relation with an NPI licenser. Second, -to is inter-
preted with its associated wh-item via point-wise semantic composition without forming a
local relation at LF. These conclusions are motivated by finding two sets of new data: 1)
split wh-NPIs cannot be formed across island boundaries, 2) split wh-NPIs are susceptible
to focus intervention effects. This analysis has important implications on another wh-in-situ
construction in Korean, wh-questions. By comparing split wh-NPIs with wh-in-situ ques-
tions, I argue that wh-in-situ questions do not involve any type of movement.
Substantial research on wh-in-situ has been conducted focusing on wh-questions. There
are at least two questions left unanswered: whether wh-in-situ questions involve (covert)
movement; and if they do not, how the in-situ wh-phrase is interpreted. In pursuit of a uni-
form analysis to wh-questions across languages, some researchers (Huang, 1982; Nishigauchi,
1990; Hagstrom, 1998; Watanabe, 1992) propose that both wh-in-situ and wh-movement lan-
guages involve movement, which can either be overt or covert depending on the assumption
of what moves. These analyses are supported by asymmetrical island sensitivity between
wh-arguments and wh-adjuncts (i.e., ‘why’) in wh-in-situ languages (e.g., Chinese, Japanese
and Korean among many others): the former is not sensitive to islands but the latter is,
which is analogous to English wh-island phenomena. These proposals must still explain why
wh-arguments are not sensitive to islands in in-situ languages, despite the assumption that
they also undergo movement covertly.
On the other hand, other researchers argue that wh-in-situ can be interpreted without
movement via choice functions (Reinhart, 1998) or point-wise semantic composition (Beck,
2006; Shimoyama, 2006; Kratzer and Shimoyama, 2017) under the alternative semantics
framework (Hamblin, 1973; Rooth, 1985, 1996). Under this analysis, island insensitivity
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with wh-arguments is attributed to lack of movement. However, these in-situ analyses face
a challenge in accounting for the island sensitivity of a wh-adjunct ‘why’ that movement
analyses could capture. The debate is still ongoing. And as will be shown in Chapter 5,
both a particle movement analysis (Hagstrom, 1998) and the alternative semantics analysis
(Shimoyama, 2006; Beck, 2006) can capture the principal data that are used for investigating
the interpretational mechanism of wh-items: Island effects and Intervention effects.
Answers to the unresolved questions for wh-in-situ can be explored via other wh-in-situ
constructions besides wh-questions. Wh-indeterminate languages contain many such con-
structions. The wh-items of these languages do not have specific meanings. Their meanings
and functions are often determined by the particles they appear with. The following provides
some examples for the various usages of wh-particle combinations.
(2) Various usages of wh-particle constructions
who wh-∃ wh-∀ wh-NPI wh-FCI
Japanese dare -ka -mo -mo -mo/-demo
Korean nwukwu -nka - -to -to/-lato/-na
Sinhala kauru hari/d@ -t vat hari









‘Anyone can do this work.’









‘What did everyone say? (Hagstrom, 1998, p.59)’
c. Japanese wh-universal








In (3a), Korean ‘who’ nwukwu combines with a disjunctive particle na and they together
form a wh-FCI. In the Sinhala example (3b), mokak ‘what’ combines with a question particle
d@ and kauru ‘who’ with a universal particle -t, forming a wh-interrogative pronoun and a
wh-universal quantifier respectively. In (3c), Japanese ‘who’ dare appears with the particle
mo, yielding a wh-universal quantifier. As I showed earlier in (1), Korean wh-NPIs are also
composed of wh-indeterminates, and their split uses also seem to involve association at a
distance. So, just as an indeterminate and a question particle may form a question, an
indeterminate and a focus-particle may form an NPI.1
In later chapters, we will see that investigation of split wh-NPI provides new insights into
Korean wh-in-situ questions. This result may shed light on how wh-in-situ constructions are
derived in other languages, even those that do not have wh-indeterminates. The question,
of course, is whether the same rules and constraints govern the construction of Korean wh-
questions and wh-NPIs. To address this question I will begin by focusing on investigating
the following wh-NPI specific questions:
• What syntactic mechanism is involved in wh-NPI licensing?
• What is the quantificational force of wh-NPIs?
• What interpretational mechanism is involved in the association of the wh-item and -to
in wh-NPIs?















‘lit Taroo does not think any that Hanako loves a person. (Takahashi, 2002, p.607)’
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An answer to the first specific question above will help us understand what syntactic
operation is involved in wh-in-situ of split wh-NPIs. This question is directly related to
the first unresolved research question: “do wh-in-situ constructions involve movement?”.
The third specific question above is directly related to the second major unresolved research
question: “how is the in-situ wh-phrase interpreted?”. In order to answer this question,
we first have to understand the quantificational force of wh-NPIs, because it can serve as
a blueprint for the semantic structure of wh-NPI constructions and thus shed light on the
semantic interpretation of wh-in-situ more generally.
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides background on non-split
wh-NPIs, centering on their syntactic licensing condition and their quantificational force. It
begins by introducing an existing licensing condition of wh-NPIs from the literature, in which
the wh-NPIs are licensed by a clause-mate licenser. It then establishes that the clause-mate
condition is a derivational condition that is satisfiable at any derivational level by showing
that negation need not be in the same clause as the NPI either at LF or at PF.
Next, we will discuss the quantificational force of wh-NPIs. This topic (and wh-NPIs
in general) has not received much attention in Korean. Hence, I will fill the gap with the
existing diagnostics for quantificational force used in another type of Korean NPI, amwu-
NPIs, and Japanese wh-NPIs. After showing that previous arguments for existential and
universal views are problematic, I present new evidence for the universal view. The first line
of evidence is based on Shimoyama’s (2011) diagnostic for universal quantificational force of
Japanese wh-NPIs. The second piece of evidence comes in the form of the discovery of new
syntactic environments in which wh-NPIs are unambiguously interpreted outside the scope
of negation.
Chapter 3 introduces split wh-NPIs and investigates their syntactic and prosodic licensing
conditions. It first establishes that wh-NPI licensing involves two different associations: the
relation between the wh-item and -to and the relation between -to and the NPI licenser. A
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consequence of this discovery is that the clause-mate condition discussed in Chapter 2 must
be modified. I then propose that the wh-item and -to form a syntactic relation via merging
together and the relation between -to and the NPI licenser is formed via upward Agree,
illustrated below:
(4) Upward Agree Mechanics
[uF]
[uF] is c-commanded
by [iF] before spell-out
Agree




Based on this proposal, it is argued that the wh-item and -to enter a structure together by
merging together in the narrow syntax, and split wh-NPIs are derived via particle movement
of -to, in an effort for -to to form an Agree relation with the NPI licenser.
This movement analysis of split wh-NPIs is then empirically supported by considerations
of island sensitivity. In addition, the nature of particle movement is explored by comparing
split wh-NPIs with another wh-construction, relativization. I conclude that particle move-
ment and relativization both involve operator-like Ā-movement. Next, it is shown that split
wh-NPIs must be pronounced with a certain prosodic structure, which may be the reason
for the late discovery of split wh-NPIs in Korean. It is argued that the link between this
prosodic structure and split wh-NPI meaning may be a reflection of Agree.
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Chapter 4 addresses how the discontinuous wh-item and -to semantically form an associ-
ation and how they are interpreted together. It begins by establishing that split wh-NPIs are
subject to intervention effects, which I take to be evidence for a compositional approach to
wh-NPIs. Having established this point, it is shown that a compositional analysis based on
a scalar reading of -to (Lahiri, 1998; Choi, 2007) is problematic, in that it cannot correctly
capture a binding relation and scopal interaction with some quantificational adverbs. In-
stead, I argue that -to is a quantificational universal quantifier and that it takes the meaning
generated by a wh-item as its argument under the alternative semantics framework (Ham-
blin, 1973; Rooth, 1985, 1996). It is shown that this universal view of wh-NPIs can correctly
capture what the scalar analysis cannot.
In Chapter 5, I show that the movement analysis of split wh-NPIs can provide insight
into the syntax and semantics of wh-in-situ questions in Korean. I begin this chapter by
establishing that both the movement approach and the in-situ approach correctly predict
intervention effects and island-(in)sensitivity in Korean wh-questions. This result shows
that considering Korean wh-questions alone cannot tease apart which approach is correct.
It then establishes that in-situ wh-questions and split wh-NPIs share a common syntactic
and semantic association mechanism but still display differences in island behavior. I argue
that the comparison between wh-questions and split wh-NPIs leads to the conclusion that
wh-questions in Korean can best be analyzed by the in-situ approach.
The last chapter summarizes the syntactic and semantic analysis of wh-NPIs developed
in the preceding chapters and discusses unresolved issues and future directions.
Chapter 2
Non-split wh-NPIs
1 Introduction and chapter outline
This chapter provides background on Korean wh-NPIs, focusing on their syntactic licens-
ing condition and quantificational force. We will first review existing analyses to wh-NPI
licensing and argue that the licensing condition is derivational in nature. After discussing
the licensing condition, the quantificational force of wh-NPIs will be explored. I argue that
wh-NPIs are universal based on novel evidence that wh-NPIs are unequivocally interpreted
outside the scope of negation. This result will provide a blueprint for the semantics of
wh-NPIs, which will be discussed in Chapter 4.
2 Syntactic licensing condition
2.1 A clause-mate condition
Wh-NPIs are morphologically complex. They consist of a wh-item (or a wh-phrase when a
D-linked wh-item etten is used) and the focus particle -to, meaning ‘also’ or ‘even’. Hong
(1995) proposes that wh-NPIs are licensed by clause-mate negation, which is supported
8
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by a contrast as in (5). In (5a), the NPI nwukwu-to belongs to the same clause as the
NPI licenser anh and the NPI is successfully licensed. However, when negation belongs to
a different clause from the NPI as in (5b-c) or when negation is absent as in (5d), NPI
licensing is not possible. Instead, the wh-to string is interpreted separately: the wh-item is
interpreted as a wh-indefinite, corresponding to ‘some’, and the focus particle -to as ‘also’






















(NPI)Int. *‘Mary didn’t say that anyone ran in a classroom.’











(NPI)Int. *‘Anyone said that Mary didn’t come.’







2.2 Properties of a clause-mate condition
The clause-mate condition is incomplete without specifying when it applies. I propose that
the clause-mate condition is derivational and can be satisfied at any derivational level. At
Int. *‘Anyone ran.’
‘Someone also ran.’
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this point, I will abstract away from where this property comes from, but it will be revisited
in Chapter 3. In order to support this claim, I show that the clause-mate condition applies
neither at PF nor at LF. Let us first see an example that rules out the PF analysis. Consider
(6), a raising construction.The wh-NPI etten haksayng-to is base-generated in the embedded
clause and moves to the matrix clause. Although the NPI and the NPI licenser anh appear
in different clauses at PF, the NPI remains licensed. This rules out the possibility that the





Lit.‘any student seemed not to be smart to Mr. Kim.’
One may argue that etten haksayng-to in (6) is licensed at LF by interpreting the lower
copy of the wh-NPI in the embedded clause, where negation is located, as schematized in
(7). (Strikthrough texts indicate that they are invisible in structure in interest.)
(7) Hypothetical LF structure of (6):
[etten haksayng-to ... [etten haksayng-to ... Neg ]]
However, when the NPI is forced to be interpreted in the matrix clause via a binding relation,
the NPI reading is still possible as illustrated in (8). Note that in the sentence in (8), the























Lit. ‘Any studenti seemed to hisi teacher not to come on time.’
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Given that a bound reading is available when a binder c-commands a bindee at LF, the
wh-NPI copy in the matrix clause has to be interpreted in order to have the coreferential
reading. However, this will situate the wh-NPI in a different clause from the NPI licenser at
LF as illustrated in (9).
(9) Hypothetical LF structure I of (8):
[etten haksayng-to hisi mother ... [ etten haksayng-to ... Neg ] ]
If the clause-mate condition were an LF condition, the lower copy of the wh-NPI in the
embedded clause would be forced to be interpreted, barring the coreferential reading. The
fact that the bound reading and the NPI reading can cooccur in (8) suggests that the clause-
mate condition does not hold at LF.
If the clause-mate condition applies neither at PF nor at LF, the option we are left
with is a derivational condition that the clause-mateness can be satisfied at any derivational
level. And once an NPI is licensed, its NPI-hood will not be tempered by further syntactic
operations.1This analysis correctly captures (6-8). In both sentences, the wh-NPIs are base-
generated in the embedded clause where negation is situated. Under the derivational view,
the clause-mate condition will be satisfied before the wh-NPIs move to the matrix clause.
And once satisfied, further movement of the wh-NPIs to the higher clause will not change
its NPI-hood. If the clause-mate condition is really derivational and can be licensed at any
point of the derivation, the wh-NPIs should be able to be licensed after movement as well.
This is borne out in (10). (10) is also a raising construction just like the previous sentences.
However, unlike them, the NPI licenser anh is located in the matrix clause. In this case, the
clause-mate condition must be satisfied after the NPI raises to the matrix clause.











(11) Derivational nature of the clause-mate condition:
A wh-NPI can be licensed by a clause-mate licenser at any stage of derivations.
One may, however, dismiss the conclusion in (11) by treating the NPI reading in (8)
as NPI Illusion, which refers to a phenomenon that a potential licensor illusorily licenses
a structurally unaccessible NPI. Comprehenders under this effect temporarily accept the
unlicensed NPI and later judge it as ungrammatical with more reflection.2
Yun et al. (2017) reported that another type of Korean NPI, amwu-NPIs, displays NPI
illusion. One may extend the conclusion to the case in (8). However, in a control construc-
tion, where a wh-NPI is a controller, the NPI cannot be licensed by negation in a different
clause. Consider (12) as an example.
















Lit.‘Mary persuaded any student not to go home late over the phone.’
2In English, pre-verbal ever is reported to display NPI illusion (Parker and Phillips, 2016). In (i), the
licenser no does not c-command the NPI ever, so ever is not structurally licensed. However, it is reported
that comprehenders judged unlicensed NPIs as in (i) to be acceptable in a time-sensitive environment but
those with ample time judged them to be ungrammatical (Xiang et al. (2006) among many others).





Lit. ‘Any studenti didn’t seem to hisi teacher to come on time.’

















2In minimalist program, all conditions are reanalyzed as interface conditions. In line with this, Jonathan
Nissenbaum (p.c.) suggested a possible account for (8) under the LF analysis to the clause-mate condition.
The suggestion is as follows. Assuming that the clause-mate condition is imposed between -to and the
NPI licenser (, which will be demonstrated in Chapter 3), the wh-item may be interpreted in the matrix
clause and bind the pronoun; -to on the other hand, is interpreted in the embedded clause and satisfies the
clause-mate requirement with negation. This hypothesis is illustrated in (i).
(i) Hypothetical LF structure II of (8)
[etten haksayng-toi hisi mother ... [etten haksayng-to Neg ] ]
Lit. ‘Mary didn’t persuade any student to go home early over the phone.’
Just like the raising construction in (8), (12a) has the wh-NPI in the matrix clause and 
negation is located in the embedded clause. However, unlike the raising construction (8), 
the wh-NPI in (12a) is not licensed. If negation triggered NPI illusion in (8) and increased 
acceptability from my consultants, the same phenomenon should have been observed in 
(12a), contrary to fact.
  This contrast between the raising and the control construction can be correctly captured 
under the derivational view of the clause-mate condition. According to the traditional non- 
movement theory of control constructions (contra Hornstein (1999)), a controller does not 
have a derivational relation with its coreferential implicit argument in an embedded clause. 
If this analysis is correct for Korean control constructions, the wh-NPI in (12a) never belongs 
to the same clause as negation; hence, no licensing.
  To summarize the discussion in this section, I proposed that the clause-mate condition is a 
derivational condition and can be satisfied at any stage of the derivation. This version of the 
clause-mate condition is not complete yet. We do not know what underlies this derivational 
nature. In chapter 3, I will introduce novel wh-NPI data that will fill this gap and improve 
our current version of the licensing condition.
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3 Quantification of wh-NPIs
The quantificational force of wh-NPIs can provide an insight for the LF structures of wh-
NPIs. If the wh-NPIs have universal quantification, they should be located higher than
negation at LF. If the wh-NPIs are existential, they will be interpreted under the scope
of negation at LF. However, the quantificational force of wh-NPIs has not received much
attention.
Unlike wh-NPIs, however, many diagnostics have been proposed for another type of
Korean NPI, amwu-NPI. In this section, we will first review Hong’s (1995) diagnostic and
show that it is problematic. In addition, we will review the existing diagnostics used for
another type of Korean NPI, amwu-NPI and argue that those diagnostics cannot be extended
to wh-NPIs. Finally, I will introduce new diagnostics for the quantificational force of wh-
NPIs, which support that wh-NPIs are universal.
3.1 An existential quantification analysis: Hong, 1995
Hong (1995) proposes that wh-NPIs have existential quantification based on Ladusaw’s
(1979) observation that in a negative imperative sentence, a quantificational nominal phrase
takes scope under negation. (13) illustrates Ladusaw’s (1979) observation. The universal
quantifier everybody is located in a negative imperative environment and only induces a
partial negation interpretation (¬ > ∀).
(13) Don’t everybody open a window. (Hong, 1995, p.199 (70))
According to Hong’s reasoning, if a wh-NPIs in Korean have universal quantification, it will
exhibit the partial negation reading in a negative imperative sentence just like everybody in
However, in Chapter 3, the derivational nature of the clause-mate condition will boil down to a locality
restriction on Agree. That is, NPI licensing is not governed by an independently motivated condition, but its
distribution follows a general restriction on the primitive syntactic operation, Agree. Moreover, this analysis
is not compatible with the semantics of wh-NPIs provided in Chapter 4, where -to is argued to take a set of
alternatives generated by a wh-item as its argument.
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(13). If not, the wh-NPIs must be existential and interpreted under the scope of negation,
yielding the complete negation reading (¬ > ∃). Hong finds that the wh-NPIs only dis-










‘I order no one to open a window.
However, Korean universal quantifiers seem to behave differently from English. A typical
universal quantifier does not exhibit the partial negation reading in a negative imperative
sentence as demonstrated in (15a). In order to have the partial negation reading (¬ > ∀), a
















‘I order not everyone to open a window.’
3 In imperative environments, a special form of negation mal is used instead of a typical negation an(i).
Han and Lee (2007) argue that negation mal in negative imperatives is syntactically equivalent to long
negation ani ha- (or anh in its contracted form), but they are “spelt-out differently depending on the
modality of the clause”. Long form negation and mal in (15) display the same scope behavior. Just like
in negative imperative sentences, long negation usually cannot scope over a universal subject as in (ia).
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The scopal difference of universal quantifiers in English (13) and Korean (15a) suggests
that Korean negative imperatives do not situate a quantificational nominal under the scope
of negation unlike what Ladusaw observes in English. Since Korean negative imperatives
induce different scopal behavior from English, the negative imperative environment cannot
be a diagnostic for the quantification force of Korean wh-NPIs. Therefore, the absence of
the partial negation reading in (14) cannot be interpreted as an indication of existential
quantification of the wh-NPIs.
3.2 Universal quantification analyses
3.2.1 Universal quantification analysis I: Sells and Kim (2006), Kim and Sells
(2011)
Sells and Kim (2006) attempt to test the quantificational force of amwu-NPIs, which are
also equivalent to ‘any’, by looking at scope interactions between the NPI and negation. If
the attempted diagnostic shows what it intends to show, we can extend it to wh-NPIs. In
this section, I will briefly introduce the diagnostics that Sells and Kim (2006) and Kim and
Sells (2011) use and look into the validity of the diagnostics.
Sells and Kim (2006) and Kim and Sells (2011) argue that amwu-NPIs are universal
based on two arguments: 1) the NPIs are licensed outside the scope of negation, 2) the
NPIs cannot be interpreted within the scope of negation. Let us look at the first argument.
Kim and Sells (2011) first establish that negation in Korean is scopally low and cannot take
scope over a subject. Then, they show that amwu-NPI is licensed in the same position as
the subject. Consider (16) as an example. In (16a), negation cannot scope over the focused
subject Mary-man, but in (16b), amwu-NPI is licensed in the subject position. Assuming
that the scope of negation stays the same in these sentences, Kim and Sells (2011) take (16)
to suggest that amwu-NPI is outside the scope of negation; therefore, they must be universal.







‘It is only Mary who didn’t run.’








When we extend this argument to wh-NPIs, we find that a wh-NPI subject can also
be licensed by the same narrow-scope negation as illustrated in (17). If subjects are really









However, Kim and Sells (2011) at the same time argue that the scope of negation can
be expanded when necessary as seen in (18). (18a) illustrates the low-scope of negation:
negation cannot scope over the numeral quantifier subject two haksayng-i.4 However, as in
(18b), when the quantificational subject twu haksayng is marked with ta-nun, negation can
only take wide-scope with respect to the subject, yielding the reading that ‘it is not the case









‘There were two students who didn’t come.’
?‘It is not the case that two students came.’
4There are individual differences about the acceptability of wide-scope negation with respect to a subject.
As for the author, negation cannot take scope over a subject without ta-nun on the subject or the contrastive
focus marker -nun on a verb. This controversy is reflected on (18a) via ‘?’ by Kim and Sells (2011).



















‘It is not the case that both of students came.’
*‘Both of students didn’t come.’ (None of them came.)
  This inverse scope phenomenon triggered by ta-nun is first discussed by Sohn (2004). 
He observes that ta-nun marked phrase (e.g., two haksayng ta nun in (18)) can only be 
licensed under the scope of negation. When negation is absent as in (19), the sentence 
becomes ungrammatical.
‘Int. both of students came.’
  Based on this observation, Kim and Sells (2011) argue that in (18b), the ta-nun marked 
phrase pulls negation above it in order to be interpreted within the scope of negation, via 
Quantifier Raising (QR) or a similar operation.5
  This variable scope analysis of negation yields an interesting consequence. If the scope 
of negation can stretch for a licensing purpose as Kim and Sells (2011) propose, (16) cannot 
serve as evidence for the universal view of amwu-NPI anymore. Even the existential view 
of amwu-NPI can capture the contrast in (16) with the variable scope analysis to negation. 
Suppose that amwu-NPIs have existential quantification and must be interpreted within the 
scope of negation just like the ta-nun marked phrase in (18b). Then, this scope requirement 
of amwu-NPIs will pull negation over them and allow them to be interpreted within the 
scope of negation. Under this analysis, the absence of wide-scope negation in (16a) will not 
imply the wide-scope universal force of the NPIs (16b). Instead, it will only mean that the 
quantificational subject in (18a) need not be interpreted under the scope of negation, so the 
scope of negation would not stretch up.
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If the variable view of negation is correct, the quantificational force of NPIs can only be
tested by putting them in a position where the scope of negation cannot reach. Such data
will be discussed in Section 3.3.
3.2.2 Universal quantification analysis II: Shimoyama, 2011
One of the difficulties of determining the quantification force of wh-NPIs (and also amwu-
NPIs) comes from the logical equivalence between the wide-scope universal and the narrow-
scope existential. This equivalence can be broken, however, when a quantificational element
Q intervenes between negation and an NPI because ∀ > Q > ¬ is not logically equivalent to
¬ > Q > ∃. However, Sells and Kim (2006) argue based on amwu-NPIs that NPIs cannot
be tested in this environment because intervening quantifiers interrupts NPI licensing. The
relevant example (Kim and Sells, 2007) is illustrated below:





















5 Hornstein (1995) proposes that inverse scope readings can be achieved by reconstruction instead of QR.
For instance, in (18b), the wide-scope reading of negation may be attained by interpreting a lower copy of
ta-nun marked phrase in a vP-internal position. However, Kim and Sells (2011) argue that reconstruction
option is not available for frozen-scope languages like Korean (see Kim and Sells (2011) for evidence).
‘In most cases, there was nobody at home.’ (most > any > Neg)
  Kim and Sells (2007) attribute the degradation in (20a) to the immediate scope constraint 
(Linebarger, 1987), which dictates that no logical elements can intervene between the NPI 
and its licenser.6The generalized version, accommodating Korean, is provided in (21) (Kim, 
1999).
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(21) Generalized Immediate Scope Constraint (GISC):
An NPI and negation are in an immediate scope relation with each other. (cited
from Sells and Kim, 2006)
Shimoyama (2011), however, finds that some quantificational adverbs are immune to
the GISC in Japanese wh-NPI licensing. Examples for such adverbs include hudan(-wa)
‘usually(-wa)’, taitei ‘mostly’, taitei-no baai ‘in most cases’, and metiani ‘in almost all
cases. In order to test the quantificational force of Japanese wh-NPI wh-mo, Shimoyama










‘Mostly, Hanako doesn’t eat breakfast.’ (Qadv > not, *not > Qadv)
Assuming that taitei means ‘more than half of the time’ for simplicity, if taitei scopes over
negation, it will yield the reading that ‘more than 50% of the time an event described by
a sentence does not take place’. If negation scopes over taitei, however, it will have the
meaning that ‘it is not the case that more than 50% of the time the event takes place’; that
is, the sentence will be true even when the event described in the sentence takes place only
50% of the time. In (22), the sentence is true in the scenario where more than 50% of the
time, Hanako does not eat breakfast, which is Qadv > not. However, the sentence is false
if Hanako eats breakfast exactly 50% of the time, which is an available meaning if negation
scopes over taitei : ‘it is not the case that more than 50% of the time Hanako eats breakfast.’
After establishing taitei > not, Shimoyama (2011) investigates relative scope between a
wh-NPI and taitei¬. Based on the example in (23), she finds that the wh-NPI dare-mo can
scope over taitei¬. The sentence has the reading that for each student, it was mostly the
case that he or she did not participate.























‘For every Japanese student, it was mostly the case that he or she did not partic- 
ipate.’                                                                       (Shimoyama, 2011, p.424(20))
  Shimoyama (2011) argues that the wide-scope reading of a wh-NPI in (23) unequivo- 
cally indicates that it is universal because ∀ > taitei > ¬ cannot be paraphrased with an 
existential quantifier. Although she mentions that the unavailability of ¬ > Q > N P I is 
not observed, which will demonstrate that the NPI cannot be existential, the wide-scope of 
wh-NPIs over taitei ¬ shows that Japanese wh-NPIs are universal.
  At the beginning of this section, it was shown that the scope of Korean amwu-NPIs 
could not be tested with respect to a quantifier. However, in next section, I will show that 
wh-NPIs wh-to can be tested in this environment. In addition, I will provide a new context 
where wh-NPIs are interpreted unambiguously outside the scope of negation.
3.3 New evidence for universal quantification of Korean wh-NPIs
3.3.1 Evidence for universal quantification I
This section applies the diagnostic provided by Shimoyama (2011) to Korean wh-NPIs. In 
Korean, quantificational adverbs such as keui ‘almost’, taykay, taypwupwun-ui kyeongwu ‘in 
most cases’ have scope over negation as in Japanese. (24a) shows the relevant point.
‘Almost always/mostly/in most cases, Mary didn’t go outside.’
*‘It is not the case that Mary almost always/mostly/in most cases went out-
side.’
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Assuming that the quantifier taypwupwun-ui kyeongwu ‘in most cases’ means more than 50%
for simplicity, (24a) will be true only if more than 50% of the times, Mary did not go out
from home, which is taypwupwun-ui kyeongwu > neg. If Mary goes outside exactly 50%
of the times, (24a) will be false. The sentence would have been true under this scenario if
negation can scope over the quantifier, yielding the reading that ‘it is not the case that more
than 50% of the time Mary went outside’.
Just like what Shimoyama (2011) observes in Japanese wh-NPIs, Korean wh-NPIs can
take wide-scope with respect to Qadv> ¬. Consider (25) as an example. The sentence in
(25a) is true if each student did not go outside more than 50% of the contextually available
time window. And the sentence in (25b) is true if each student did not eat breakfast more
than 50% of the vacation period. These are the available readings if the wh-NPIs scope over

















‘For every student x, it is mostly the case that x didn’t go outside.’ (NPI >
mostofthecases > ¬)
7Korean native speakers that I consulted reported that amwu-NPIs also display wide-scope with respect
to Qadv> ¬ as illustrated in (i).
(i) amwu-to taypwupwun-ui kyeongwu cip pakk-e naka.ci anh-ass-ta.
amwu-Foc most-Gen case home outside-to go.out Neg-Past-Decl
‘For every person x, it is mostly the case that x didn’t go outside.’ (NPI > taykay > ¬)
However, Sells and Kim (2006) mark a similar sentence to (i) with ‘*?’, arguing that the quantificational
adverb interrupts NPI licensing.















‘For every student, it was mostly the case that she or he did not eat breakfast
during vacation.’ (NPI > mostly > ¬)
As already argued by Shimoyama (2011), since ∀ > Qadv> ¬ cannot be paraphrased with
existential quantification, the presence of NPI > mostly > ¬ reading indicates that Korean
wh-NPIs must be universal just like Japanese wh-mo.
In next section, I provide another syntactic evidence showing that the wh-NPIs are
undoubtedly interpreted outside the scope of negation.
3.3.2 Evidence for universal quantification II
Recall that Kim and Sells (2011) propose that languages like Korean may manipulate nega-
tion in order to achieve wide-scope negation. Should it be true, any environments where
the scope of negation can be expanded cannot be the testing ground for the quantificational
force of wh-NPIs. In order to exclude this confound, wh-NPIs (and amwu-NPIs) have to be
put in a position where the scope of negation cannot reach. This section introduces such
environments.
In general, negation cannot expand its scope across a clausal boundary. As illustrated in
(26), negation in an embedded clause cannot license the ta-nun marked universal phrase in
the matrix clause.
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Int.‘Mary believes not every student to be smart.’ (*¬ > ∀)
Provided that ta-nun pulls negation over the phrase it is modifying and yields wide-scope
negation, the ungrammaticality of (26) suggests that a clausal boundary bars the expansion of
the scope of negation. Then, in order to test whether the NPIs have universal quantification,
they can be put in a matrix clause and negation in an embedded clause as illustrated in ((27).
If the NPIs are licensed in this environment, it will suggest that they are unambiguously
universal.
(27) [clause1 NPI ... [clause2 ... NEG ]]
However, recall that wh-NPIs are licensed by clause-mate negation (Hong, 1995; Tieu
and Kang, 2014). This makes the quantification of wh-NPIs hard to test in the structural
configuration in (27). Fortunately, however, the clause-mate condition is derivational. As
long as a wh-NPI forms a clause-mate relation with negation at some point of a derivation,
it will be licensed regardless of where the NPI and negation surface. The derivational nature
of the clause-mate condition allows raising constructions to be the perfect testing ground
for the quantificational force of wh-NPIs. Suppose that a wh-NPI and negation are base-
generated in an embedded clause of a raising construction. at which point the NPI is licensed.
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The wh-NPI will then subsequently move to a matrix clause, where the scope of negation
cannot reach. If the NPI is still licensed when it is forced to be interpreted in the matrix
clause, it will unequivocally show that wh-NPIs are universal. In the following subsections,
I will introduce two raising constructions that the quantificational force of wh-NPIs can
be tested: a subject-to-object raising construction (, also known as an Exceptionally-Case-
Marked (ECM) construction) and a subject-to-subject raising construction.
3.3.2.1 Raising-to-object constructions
In Korean, verbs like mit ‘to believe’ and sayngkakha ‘think’ are known as raising-to-object
(or ECM) predicates. These predicates take sentential complements of which subject can
either be marked with an accusative marker -(l)ul by the raising-to-object predicate or a
nominative marker i/ka by the embedded T. The relevant examples are illustrated in (28).



















‘Mary believes that Tom is smart.’
Hong (2005), Yoon (2007), and Lee (2016) argue that the accusative marked subject
Tom-ul in the raising construction (28a) is first base-generated in the embedded clause
but moves to the matrix clause. Hong (2005) supports the raising analysis to raising-to-
object construction via case mismatch between an accusative-marked subject and its floating
quantifier. Consider (29), where the accusative marked subject haksayng-ul ‘student-Acc’ is
modified with a nominative-marked numeral quantifier se myeng-i ‘3 CL-Nom’.













‘Mr. Kim think three students were smart.’
Déprez’s (1989) argue that a floated quantifier marks the trace (or the copy in the mini-
malist framework) of a moved DP. Based on this, Hong (2005) supports that the accusative
marked subject haksayng-ul is base-generated in the embedded clause but moves to the ma-
trix clause, leaving its quantifier stranded in the embedded clause. (see Hong (2005); Yoon
(2007); Lee (2016) for more evidence.)
Given that the raising-to-object constructions involve movement of an embedded subject,
we only have to ensure that the raised subject is interpreted in the matrix clause. If a raised
subject does not undergo reconstruction and a wh-NPI can be licensed in that position, it
will suggest that wh-NPIs are universal.
Accusative-marked-subjects in raising-to-object constructions are observed not to un-
dergo reconstruction, while nominative-marked subjects in non-raising constructions are
(Yoon, 2007). (30) show the contrast. In (30a), a non-raising construction, the embed-
ded subject se haksayng can have either wide-scope or narrow-scope with respect to the
universally quantified phrase in the same clause motun kyosumin-eke. Hence, the sentence
either mean 1) ‘Mary thinks that there are three students that every professors should be in-
troduced to’ or 2) ‘Mary thinks that each professor should be introduced by three students’.
However, in (30b), a raising-to-object construction, the accusative-marked subject has the
wide-scope reading only, indicating that no reconstruction takes place.
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‘Mary thinks that three students should be introduced to every professor’ (Lee,
2016, p.337)














‘Mary thinks that three students should be introduced to every professor’ (Lee,
2016, p.337)
i. three > every ii. * every > three
So far we have shown that in raising-to-object constructions, the accusative-marked sub-
ject is base-generated in the embedded clause but moves to the matrix clause and it is inter-
preted in the matrix clause. These properties make the raising-to-object constructions perfect
testing grounds for the quantificational force of wh-NPIs. Suppose that a wh-NPI subject
and negation are base-generated in the embedded clause of a raising-to-object construction,
and the former moves to the matrix clause and is marked with accusative case.Given that the
clause-mate condition for NPI licensing is derivational, no clause-mate violation will occur
in this case even though they surface in different clauses. Hence, if NPI licensing fails, it will
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not be due to the violation of the clause-mate condition. Moreover, because the accusative-
marked subject does not undergo reconstruction, if the accusative-marked wh-NPI subject
can be licensed by negation in the embedded clause, it will unambiguously suggest that the
NPI is universal. If NPI licensing fails, it will suggest that an NPI should be interpreted in
a position where the scope of negation can reach.
Wh-NPIs cannot overtly marked with accusative case marker because -to and structural
case markers cannot cooccur at any time.8 However, we can ensure the location of a wh-NPI
by inserting an adverb modifying a matrix predicate after the NPI. Note that in (31), where
Tom precedes the matrix adverb chalttek.kati modifying the raising-to-object predicate, it












‘Mary fully believes that Tom is smart.’
In (32), wh-NPIs are situated before the same matrix adverb chalttek.kati as in (31),













‘Mary fully believes that no one is smart.’
8According to Sells (1995); Yoon (1995), -to and structural case-markers target the same morphological
slot, so they cannot co-occur.















‘Mary fully believes that no Ph.D student can dance.’
In (32), the bold-faced wh-NPIs are base-generated in the embedded clause, where the
clause-mate condition is satisfied. Then, they move to the matrix clause and marked with
accusative case. Given that an accusative-marked subject does not undergo reconstruction
and that negation cannot expand across a clausal boundary, the wh-NPIs, nwukwu-to and
etten paksasayng-to in (32), must be outside the scope of negation in the embedded clause.
Therefore, the wh-NPIs must be universal. If they were existential, the sentences in (32)
would either be ungrammatical or have an unattested scope configuration, ∃ > ¬.
In the next section, another diagnostic test will be introduced, based on a subject-to-
subject raising construction.
3.3.2.2 Subject-to-subject raising construction
The second diagnostic involves subject-to-subject raising constructions. This syntactic en-
vironment was already introduced in (8) (repeated below) in Section 2.2. The raising pred-
icate kat ‘seem’ takes a clausal complement, of which NPI subject etten haksayng-to is
















‘Lit. any studenti seemed to hisi teacher not to come on time.’
anh-ul
Neg-impef
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As already discussed in section 2.2, the binding relation between the matrix pronoun
kui ‘his’ and the wh-NPI ensures the NPI to be interpreted in the matrix clause. This
results in the LF structure that the wh-NPI and negation belong to different clauses at LF
as illustrated in (9), repeated below:
(34) Hypothetical LF structure I of (33):
[etten haksayng-to hisi mother ... [ etten haksayng-to ... Neg ] ]
In a subject-to-subject construction, negation in an embedded clause cannot scope over
a raised subject interpreted in the matrix clause. This is demonstrated by the failure of
licensing ta-nun marked subject interpreted in the matrix clause by negation in the embed-
ded clause. Note that in (35a), the bound pronominal experiencer kui/caki emeni ‘his/self
mother’ ensures that the raised numeral quantifier twu haksayng ta-nun is interpreted in
the matrix clause. And the ta-nun-marked phrase cannot be licensed by negation in the
embedded clause. When the bound reading is absent, however, the ta-nun-marked phrase
can be licensed as illustrated in (35b).


































‘It is not the case that both students seem to Professor Kim to be smart.’
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As we take this contrast as evidence for the clause-bound reading of negation, in (33),
the wh-NPI must be interpreted outside the scope of negation. Under the universal view,
(33) will then have the wide-scope universal reading ∀ > ¬, which induces the desired scope
configuration for wh-NPIs under the universal view. If the wh-NPI had existential quantifi-
cation, however, the binding relation would force the scope configuration ∃ > ¬. This will
yield an unattested meaning like ‘some student seemed to hisi teacher not to come on time.
Therefore, the wh-NPIs will be best analyzed by the universal quantificational view.
So far, we have discussed the quantification force of wh-NPIs. Why is this question
important? As already mentioned at the beginning of Section 3, the quantification force
provides an insight for the possible LF structures of wh-NPI constructions. By virtue of
having the universal quantification, the element providing the universal force should be po-
sitioned higher than negation at LF. This prediction brings out an interesting consequence
in split wh-NPI constructions where the wh-item and -to both surface under the syntactic
scope of negation. The wh-NPIs will need some covert operation to be interpreted outside
the scope of negation. This semantic aspect of wh-NPIs will be discussed in detail in Chapter
4.
In this chapter, we introduced two important properties of wh-NPIs. First, non-split
wh-NPIs are licensed by clause-mate negation at any point of syntactic derivation. This is
supported by showing that the clause-mate condition is neither a PF nor LF condition. Sec-
ond, wh-NPIs are universal. This is demonstrated by the fact that wh-NPIs can be licensed
in syntactic environments where negation cannot expand its scope. By only considering the
non-split version of wh-NPIs, our focus has been looking at the relation between a wh-NPI
as a whole and negation. In next chapter, we will investigate a novel form of wh-NPIs,
where the wh-item and -to surface discontinuously. The upcoming discussion will allow us
to understand the internal structure of wh-NPIs and provide more refined understanding of
the clause-mate condition.
Chapter 3
Licensing of split wh-NPIs
1 Introduction and chapter outline
The goal of this chapter is to refine the syntactic licensing condition of wh-NPIs discussed
in Chapter 2 and to describe a newly observed prosodic licensing condition of wh-NPIs. In
the previous chapter, it was argued that non-split wh-NPIs can be licensed by a clause-mate
negation at any stage of derivation. There are two ways to improve the clause-mate condition
violation. The first way is to scramble the wh-NPI to the clause where the licenser is located
as illustrated in (36). This improvement is possible because the clause-mate condition can













‘I didn’t claim that Mary met any student.’
There is another way that has not been noticed in the literature. When -to is placed at
the edge of the embedded clause as in (37), the sentence is improved and the NPI reading
32
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‘I didn’t claim that Mary met any student.’
Now that split wh-NPIs have entered into the picture, it is unclear how “clause-mateness”
is determined. Note that in (37), neither the wh-phrase etten haksayng ‘which student’ nor
the focus particle -to belongs to the same clause as the NPI licenser anh, but the NPI is
still licensed. The clause-mate condition cannot correctly predict the NPI-hood of (37).
Therefore, it is imperative to refine the licensing condition. This chapter first establishes
that wh-NPI licensing involves two different associations: the relation between the wh-item
and -to and the relation between -to and the NPI licenser. I then propose that the wh-item
and -to are merged together and the relation between -to and the NPI licenser is attained
via upward Agree. Based on this proposal, it will be argued that split wh-NPIs are derived
from non-split wh-NPIs via particle movement of -to, in an effort for -to to form an Agree
relation with the NPI licenser. This movement analysis will be empirically supported by
island sensitivity. Furthermore, I will discuss the nature of particle movement by comparing
split wh-NPIs with relativization and conclude that particle movement and relativization
both involve operator-like A′-movement.
In addition to the syntactic licensing condition, split wh-NPIs must also satisfy a prosodic
condition that the wh-item and -to should belong to a single phonological phrase. If this
condition is not met, the wh-item and -to are interpreted individually as a wh-indefinite
and ‘also/even’ respectively. In the second part of this chapter, I will describe the prosodic
requirement and provide an account for what may underlie this requirement.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, I provide a refined version of the
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syntactic licensing condition of wh-NPIs, which argues that each relation involved in NPI
licensing is formed via Agree. Section 3 provides empirical evidence for the proposal discussed
in Section 2. In Section 4, I discuss the nature of -to movement. Finally, in Section 5, I
describe the prosodic wellformedness conditions of split wh-NPIs.
2 Syntactic licensing condition
2.1 Two separate relations: -to and the NPI licenser, the wh-item
and -to
In existing Korean wh-NPI literature, wh-NPIs are implicitly treated as a single syntactic
unit, and the discussion on NPI licensing only explores the relation between wh-to as a unit
and the NPI licenser, as we did in the previous chapter. However, the discontinuity of the
wh-to string observed in a split wh-NPI shows that wh-NPIs consist of two distinct syntactic
entities. Consider (37), repeated in (38). Many intervening elements appear between the













‘I didn’t claim that Mary met any student.’
The clause-mate condition cannot correctly predict the NPI-hood of the split wh-NPI in
(38). Neither the wh-item etten nor the focus particle -to belongs to the same clause as the
NPI licenser anh but the discontinuous wh-to string is still licensed as an NPI. In this section,
I propose that NPI licensing involves two separate relations. Unlike what existing analyses
argue, the NPI licenser will not form a relation with the entire wh-to string. Instead, it forms
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a relation with -to alone. And -to forms a relation with a wh-item.
Notice that the location of -to determines the licensibility of an NPI. When -to is too
far from negation as in (39), wh-to is not licensed as an NPI, but when -to is placed closer
to negation as in (38), the wh-to string can be licensed as an NPI. On the other hand, the













‘I didn’t claim that Mary met any student.’
This contrast suggests that the clause-mate condition may be a locality condition imposed
on the relation between -to and the NPI licenser, negation. That is, -to cannot be too far
away from the NPI licenser. On the other hand, the association span between the wh-item
and -to is quite flexible. Depending on the location of the NPI licenser, the wh-item and -to
can be as close as in non-split wh-NPIs and may be as far as one’s working memory allows.
(40) shows that the wh-item can appear immediately adjacent to -to when negation appears










When the NPI licenser is located in an immediately higher clause from the wh-NPI, the
association span between the wh-item and -to can be a clause, as already seen in (38). When
the NPI licenser is located further away, two-clauses away from the NPI, the association
span must expand across a clausal boundary as in (41). In (41a), the wh-phrase and -to
are adjacent to each other and the NPI licenser two-clauses away cannot license the NPI.
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When -to appears at the edge of the first embedded clause CP1 as in (41b), the NPI is still
not licensed, while in (38), the NPI with the same association span is licensed. When -to is
placed at the edge of the immediately embedded clause of negation as in (41c), the NPI is
finally licensed.


















































‘I didn’t believe that Mary said that Tom read any books.’
Based on the observations so far, split wh-NPIs involve two different relations that display
different locality domains. The relation between -to and the NPI licenser should maintain
a local distance, but such a locality requirement is not observed between the wh-item and
-to. In next section, it will be discussed what mechanism allows such variable association
domains.
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2.2 Syntactic mechanics underlying wh-NPI licensing
In the previous section, it was shown that each relation involved in wh-NPIs seems to have
different locality domains. The NPI licenser has to be local to -to, but the association span
between the wh-item and -to is determined by the location of the NPI licenser. Before
providing an analysis of split wh-NPI licensing, I would like to clarify the syntactic hierarchy
of the wh-NPI and negation. In Korean, the syntactic hierarchical order between arguments
and negation is not transparent due to the head-finalness of the language and has been
the subject of debate. For instance, Anh and Yoon (1989) propose high NegP in order to
capture the subject-object symmetry in NPI licensing, whereas Sells and Kim (2006) argue
for low NegP based on scopal interactions between negation and quantifiers. Split wh-NPIs
can provide insight into the syntactic hierarchical relations among the wh-item, -to and
negation.
Split wh-NPIs as in (38) and (41c), repeated below, clearly show that -to at the edge of































‘I didn’t believe that Mary said that Tom read any books.’
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When the c-command relations are broken, NPIs cannot be licensed. Consider (44-45), where
the c-command relations are reversed.










Int.*‘no student claimed that the earth is flat.’













Int.*‘Mary claimed that no planet is sphere.’
‘Mary also claimed that some planate is not sphere.’
In (44), the wh-item is base-generated as a matrix subject, whereas -to is located at the 
edge of the embedded clause. In this configuration, the wh-item c-commands -to. The only 
possible reading for this sentence is that the wh-item has an indefinite reading and -to is 
interpreted independently as ‘also’. In (45), -to c-commands the NPI licenser (and also 
the wh-item). Again the only possible reading is that the wh-item and -to are interpreted 
independently, without yielding the NPI reading. The unavailability of NPI licensing in 
(44-45) clearly shows that -to should c-command the wh-item and be c-commanded by the 
NPI licenser. (These c-command requirements yield an interesting prediction related to how 
the wh-NPIs are interpreted. This will be discussed in Chapter 4.) The syntactic hierarchy 
among the wh-item and -to and the NPI licenser can be summarized as in (46). (A > B can 
be read as A c-commands B.)
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(46) Hierarchical order of a wh-NPI and its licenser
[Neg > -to > wh]
Now that we have established the hierarchical order for the syntactic units of interest,
let us go back to the main topic of this section: how wh-NPIs are licensed. Following much
recent work on syntax in the Minimalist Program, I assume that a syntactic dependency is
formed via Agree, and so is each relation involved in wh-NPIs. The question that follows
is what features are involved in NPI licensing. Tieu and Kang (2014) argue that a wh-NPI
as a whole has a single uninterpretable feature [uNeg], and that the NPI licenser Neg has
its interpretable counterpart [iNeg]. They supported this feature assignment with the fact
that wh-NPIs cannot be used as negative fragmented answers, as illustrated in (47). They
interpreted this example as indicating that semantic negation is provided by the NPI licenser















‘I didn’t go anywhere’
Moreover, multiple wh-NPIs can be licensed by single negation without inducing multiple
semantic negation, as illustrated in (48). If wh-NPIs carried [iNeg], it would have induced
multiple semantic negation. Therefore, the single semantic negation reading in (48) again
supports that negation has [iNeg].















The next question is what negation agrees with. Tieu and Kang (2014) assumes that a
wh-NPI as a whole has [uNeg] and undergoes Agree with negation. However, in the previous
section, we observed that a locality restriction is imposed on the relation between -to and
negation. I will take this observation as evidence that negation undergoes Agree with -to
and -to has [uNeg].
As for the relation between the wh-item and -to, I posit that they form a relation , an as-
sembled subset of the lexicon used to construct a derivation, and enter a derivation together.
Since the relation between the wh-item and -to is preformed, no extra syntactic operation
(i.e., Agree) will be required in order to establish a relation.
This feature assignment has an interesting implication for Agree mechanics. In main-
stream minimalism, a probe strictly searches its c-command domain for Agree (Chomsky,
2000, 2001) and undergoes downward Agree. This mechanism, however, cannot be applied to
Korean split wh-NPIs. Recall that negation has [iNeg] by virtue of providing semantic nega-
tion and -to carries its uninterpretable counterpart. Given that negation has to c-command
-to as illustrated in (46), [uNeg] of -to can only probe and agree upwards. Upward Agree is
not a new concept. Zeijlstra (2012), for instance, argues that Agree can take place if a probe
with an uninterpretable feature [uF] finds its matching goal [iF] c-commanding it. Upward
Agree is defined as follows:
(49) Agree: α can Agree with β iff: (Zeijlstra, 2012)
a. α carries at least one uninterpretable feature and β carries a matching inter-
pretable feature.
b. β c-commands α.
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c. β is the closest goal to α.
He provides support for this proposal by arguing that some syntactic relations involving
a semantic dependency (e.g. Negative Concord and Sequence of Tense, or cases of Multiple
Agree) can only be captured by upward Agree. The definition in (49) does not say anything
about the locality domain for Agree. However, as shown in the previous section, -to and
negation have to be in a certain locality domain; otherwise, NPI licensing is not available. I
propose that the locality effect between -to and negation follows from Chomsky’s principle
of Full Interpretation (FI), which holds that each element in a PF and LF representation has
to be “licensed”; otherwise it will cause a derivational crash (Chomsky, 1995). Assuming
that licensing happens when an unvalued feature [uF] is valued via Agree, FI will force any
unvalued [uF] to be valued before spell-out. If not successful, following Bošković (2007) I
argue that the unvalued [uF] itself will trigger movement of the syntactic unit bearing the
feature out of the spell-out domain to avoid a derivational crash.
Going back to the relation between -to and negation, [uNeg] of -to should also be checked
before the domain containing the feature gets spelled-out. Assuming Delayed spell-out
(Chomsky, 2001), which holds that a phase H will be evaluated when the next higher phase
H+1 is built, [uNeg] of -to within H should be valued by the point that H+1 is built.1 If
not successful, [uNeg] will trigger movement of -to to the edge of H. This Agree process can
be visualized as in (50) and predicts the search space of [uF] as in (51).
(50) Upward Agree Mechanics
1The exact point of spell-out is still to be researched. If spell-out takes place after H+1P is built, [uF]
within the domain of H will be able to access to any syntactic unit within H+1P before its spell-out. If
spell-out coincides with the completion of H+1P, the edge of the H+1P will not be accessible to [uF] because
[uF] will be spelled-out as the edge is filled. What is important in this work is that the upward search domain
of [uF] can be bigger than its own phase. For simplicity of discussion, in this dissertation I will assume that
spell-out takes place after H+1P is fully built.
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[uF]
[uF] is c-commanded
by [iF] before spell-out
Agree












Based on the upward Agree mechanics just introduced, we can account for the contrast
between (38) and (42), repeated in (52), and understand why the association span of the
wh-item and -to is determined by the location of the NPI licenser.












Int. *‘I didn’t claim that Mary met any student.’
‘I didn’t claim that Mary also met a student.’













‘I didn’t claim that Mary met any student.’
In (52a), the wh-phrase etten haksyng ‘which student’ and the focus particle -to with [uNeg]
will enter the structure together. Given delayed spell-out, the embedded VP containing
-to [uNeg] will be spelled-out when the embedded CP is built. Therefore, if -to stays where it
initially merges as in (52a), the unvalued [uNeg] will violate FI and cause the derivational



















Now, let us look at how relocating -to to the edge of the embedded clause can improve the
sentence, as in (52b). Again, the wh-item and -to will enter the structure as in the non-split
wh-NPI case in (52a). The derivation of (52b) will then be the same as (52a) up to the
point that CP is built. However, by the time the embedded CP is built, [uNeg] will trigger
movement of -to [uNeg] out of the first spell-out domain VP before spell-out, and land on the
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edge of vP according to the upward Agree mechanics in (50).2 When the next higher phase,
the matrix vP, is built, the embedded TP containing [uNeg] will be spelled-out. Before this
spell-out, the unvalued feature [uNeg] will again trigger movement of -to to the edge of the
embedded CP. Finally, the NPI licenser with [iNeg] will enter the structure. At this point,
[uNeg] of -to will probe upward and undergo Agree with [iNeg] of the NPI licenser. The
simplified derivation is described in (54). (u before the name of feature is deleted to indicate



























2At this stage of derivation, landing of -to at vP instead of CP may cause the violation of the extension
condition. In order to be aligned with the condition, to may directly move to the edge of CP. This analysis
does not impose any problems to our account for wh-NPIs. However, at this point, I am not sure what
kind of impact it will have to other areas of syntactic research in Korean. Therefore, leaving this issue for
future research, I will assume that movement takes place in a cyclic fashion following recent research in the
Minimalist Program.
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In this section, I have argued that wh-NPI licensing takes place via Agree and that
split wh-NPIs are derived from non-split wh-NPIs via movement of -to in an effort to form
a relation with the NPI licenser. Under this analysis, the relation between the wh-item
and to is achieved via merge. However, the relation between -to and negation will only
be established when negation enters a structure. Therefore, the later negation enters the
structure from the merger point of wh-NPI, the larger the distance becomes that -to has to
move.
This movement analysis can correctly capture the fact that the association span between
the wh-item and -to is determined by the location of the NPI licenser, negation. Moreover,
it can account for the derivational nature of the clause-mate condition discussed in Chapter
2. In recent minimalist syntax, conditions/constraints are proposed to be applied at the
interface levels. In this sense, assuming a derivational condition for a specific construction
is not theoretically appealing. However, under the Agree-based analysis presented in this
section, the derivational nature of the clause-mate condition boils down to a restriction on
a more primitive syntactic operation, Agree. Under this analysis, the clause-mate effect
appears when [uNeg] on -to cannot be valued before spelled-out, eventually leading to a
derivational crash. In next section, I will present further support for upward Agree, based
on cases where non-split wh-NPIs cannot be licensed by clause-mate negation.
2.3 Further support for upward agree mechanics
In the previous section, we discussed syntactic environments where the existing clause-mate
account incorrectly predicts that NPI licensing is not possible. This section provides further
support for upward Agree by extending it to environments where wh-NPIs are incorrectly
predicted to be licensed by the clause-mate analysis.
Non-split wh-NPIs cannot be licensed within genitive DP, PP and wh-DP phrases even
with the presence of clause-mate negation, as illustrated in (55-57). Were the distribution
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of non-split wh-NPIs conditioned by clause-mate negation, the unacceptability of (55a-57a)
would be puzzling. In these environments, the wh-item and -to must appear discontinuously,
as illustrated in (55b-57b).





‘Mary didn’t buy anyone’s book.’





‘Mary didn’t go anywhere.’







(55) shows that a non-split wh-NPI within a genitive DP cannot be licensed by clause-
mate negation; instead, -to has to appear discontinuously at the edge of the genitive DP.
In (56a), a non-split wh-NPI within a PP cannot be licensed by clause-mate negation. -to
should appear at the edge of the PP, as shown in (56b). Finally, (57a) shows that a non-split
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to appear at the edge of the wh-DP, as in (95b).
In the last section, it was proposed that the clause-mate effect reduces to the failure of
valuing [uNeg] of -to. Without -to movement, the phase domain containing [uNeg] will be
spelled out before valuation, yielding a derivational crash. I argue that the same account
can be extended to the contrasts in (55-57) with the assumption that nominal phrases and
PP are phases (Chomsky, 2006; Kim, 2010).
Chomsky (2006) proposes that a DP comes with a phase head n* which takes it as its
complement, just like a phase head v takes a VP as its complement. Following Chomsky,
I argue that a genitive DP is the complement of a nominal phase head n* and propose the
structure in (58) for (55).










The wh-item nwukwu and -to will again form a relation via Merge in the narrow syntax.
After the n*P in (58) is built, the verb sa ‘to buy’ will merge with n*P and will yield VP.
The VP will continue to merge with a phase head v, which is followed by the merger of the
external argument Mary, resulting in the structure in (59). (The rest of the derivation is
omitted.)
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At this point, the phase n*P will be evaluated according to delayed spell-out and the
complement of n* will be spelled-out. However, note that the spell-out domain contains an
unvalued feature [uNeg]. Since negation has not entered the structure yet at this stage of
derivation, if -to stays in its base-generated position, unvalued [uNeg] will be spelled-out and
cause a derivational crash. However, according to upward Agree, the unvalued [uNeg] will
trigger movement of -to to the edge of the phase n*P, deriving the split wh-NPI in (55b).
Finally, negation with [iNeg] will be merged on top of vP and [uNeg] at the edge of n*P will
finally undergo Agree with it. The derivation up to this point is described in (60).
ToP
nwukwu -to[uNeg]
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Now let us move to the PP environment in (56). The same logic applied in explaining
(55) also applies here. Assuming that PP is a phase in Korean (see Kim (2010) for the
argument), when a next higher phase is built, the complement of P will be spelled-out. If
the spell-out domain contains [uF], it will cause the violation of FI and the derivation in
question will crash. In (56a), P takes a wh-NPI as its complement. As depicted in (61), by
the time vP is built, [uNeg] of -to will be spelled-out. Note that negation has not entered
the structure yet at this stage of derivation. As a result, the spell-out domain will contain
an unvalued feature [uNeg], causing a derivational crash.3
3Chomsky (2001) argues that unaccusative/passive v are weak phases, which are propositional but not
the points of phase-evaluation unlike transitive v and C. However, in this dissertation, following Richards
(2006), I would not adopt the strong/weak phase distinction (see Richards (2006) for the arguments) and
assume that any types of vP can trigger phase-evaluation.)
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In the case of (56b), however, [uNeg] triggers movement of -to to the edge of the phase right
before the complement of P is spelled-out. Therefore, when negation is merged above vP as
in (62), [uNeg] can still access [iNeg] and value its feature via upward Agree.



















The same account can be extended to the wh-DP environment in (57) as well, with the
assumption that the DP headed by a wh-determiner is a complement of n* just like the
genitive phrase in (55). In (57a) then, when vP is built, the complement of n*P containing
[uNeg] will be spelled-out as illustrated in (63), causing a derivational crash.
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However, -to movement to the edge of n*P as in (64) will rescue [uNeg] from being captured
within the spell-out domain. Therefore, when negation enters into the structure after vP is
completed, [uNeg] will undergo upward Agree with negation, licensing the wh-NPI.


















Before moving on to the next section, I would like to entertain an alternative account
for (55-57) based on Cable’s QP intervention condition (Cable, 2010). This content is added
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with the hope that Korean split wh-NPIs can contribute to wh-typology research. If the
reader wishes to skip this part, it can be done without missing major proposals of this
dissertation.
2.4 Comparison with an alternative account: QP-intervention
condition (Cable, 2010)
In Tlingit, wh-items always appear with the particle sá. In Sinhala, a wh-item can appear
with multiple particles just like in Korean. Cable (2010) reports that Tlingit particle sá
and Sinhala particle da display the same distribution as -to.4 These particles mostly appear
adjacent to wh-items, but in the genitive DP, PP and wh-DP environments, they can only
appear at the edge of the relevant phrases. (65-67) provide relevant Tlingit examples and
(68-70) provide relevant Sinhala examples.












































4Tlingit particle sá in combination with a wh-item can be interpreted as wh-question, FCI, and NPIs
(Cable, 2010), and Sinhala particle da with a wh-item can either have a wh-question or wh-indefinite reading
(Kishimoto, 2005).





























































































Categorizing all particles associated with wh-items as Q-particles, Cable proposes a QP-
intervention condition in order to capture the unacceptable cases above, which holds that a
QP layer cannot interrupt c-selection of a functional head.
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(71) QP-Intervention Condition
QP cannot intervene between a functional head and a phrase selected by that func-
tional head (Cable 2007, p.122 (155))
Under this analysis, in (65b) and (68b), the particles project QPs, interrupting a genitive
D from c-selecting DP possessor; in (66b) and (69b), QPs interrupt P from c-selecting its
DP complement; in (67b) and (70b), QPs interrupt the wh-determiner from c-selecting its
NP-complement. The sentences in (65a-70a) do not involve such interruption according to
Cable.
However, not every language bars a Q-particle between a functional head and a phrase
selected by that head. For instance, as we will soon see, Korean indefinite particle nka
can appear in this environment, not observing the QP-intervention condition. In order to
capture these differences, Cable proposes that languages can be categorized into two groups:
Q-Projection languages and Q-Adjunction languages. Q-Projection languages project a QP
and are sensitive to the QP-intervention condition just like Tlingit and Sinhala. In Q-
Adjunction languages, on the other hand, the Q-particles do not project a QP but instead
adjoin to wh-items; therefore, the QP-intervention condition is always vacuously satisfied.
According to Cable’s definition of Q-particle, -to will also be categorized as a Q-particle
since it forms an association with a wh-item. Then, the distributional patterns of -to in (55-
57) may encourage one to argue that Korean is a Q-Projection language. Under this analysis,
the unacceptability of the sentences in (55a-57a) will be attributed to a QP projected from
-to, interrupting c-selection of the functional heads in interest. This analysis seems to be well-
motivated, considering that the condition is based on a fundamental restriction on building
syntactic structures and that it can further serve as a diagnostic for wh-typology. However,
these motivations may be undermined when a wider range of data are considered.
As already briefly mentioned above, Korean indefinite particle -nka, which is used to
form wh-indefinites, can appear between a functional head and a phrase c-selected by it,
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except for the wh-DP environment. Consider (72) as an example.


























Cable discusses Korean wh-indefinites like (72). Without considering wh-NPI data such
as (55-57), he concludes that Korean is a Q-adjunction language.5 That is, the Q-particle
-nka does not project a QP but instead adjoins to a wh-item, vacuously satisfying the QP
intervention condition. As for the unacceptability of -nka adjacent to the wh-determiner in
(72c), he attributes it to an independent factor that a wh-determiner has to merge with its
internal argument first by virtue of being a head. That is, the wh-determiner etten should
first merge with saram, which is then followed by the merger of the Q-particle -nka. Assum-
ing the Mirror Principle (Baker, 1985), which holds that “[m]orphological derivations must
directly reflect syntactic derivations (and vice versa)”, the wh-DP phrase must then surface
as ‘etten saram-nka’.
Now that Korean displays both Q-Projection and Q-Adjunction properties, under Cable’s
5This conclusion may be due to lack of such data in existing literatures, and this is the reason why I
believe this section may be useful as a reference to those who are working on wh-typology.
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theory, it has to be argued that some particles (i.e., -to) may project a QP while others (e.g.,
-nka) do not. This will force us to introduce another type of language into the wh-typology
that leverages both Q-Projection and Q-Adjunction. Another possibility is that this Korean
fact may undermine using the distribution of Q-particles as a typological diagnostic test.
The Agree-based analysis proposed at the beginning of this section can capture the dis-
tributional difference between wh-NPIs and wh-indefinites without stipulating projectability
of Q-particles. One notable difference between wh-indefinites and wh-NPIs is that wh-
indefinites do not need a licenser, whereas wh-NPIs have to be licensed by negation. We
can interpret this fact to suggest that -nka does not carry an unvalued feature. Since -nka
in (72a-b) does not have an unvalued [uF], it does not need to move out of the spelled-out
domains, the genitive DP and the complement of P respectively.
The unacceptability of -nka in (72c) is unpredicted under this analysis, however. For
this example, agreeing with Cable, I argue that the unacceptability of -nka between the
wh-determiner and its complement in (72c) may be attributed to an independent factor.
There are multiple possible accounts for this unacceptability. One of them is that the par-
ticle may have a selectional restriction. That is, it may only select a nominal phrase as
its argument but not a head. Under this analysis, in (72c), -nka can only merge with the
wh-determiner after it combines with the nominal phrase saram. Another possibility is that
the wh-determiner itself imposes a selectional restriction by virtue of being a head, as Cable
proposes. I will not pursue what might be the right approach now. What is important here
is that the sentence can be ruled out by an independent reason and would not undermine
the Agree-based analysis.
To wrap up the discussion so far, I have proposed that split wh-NPIs are derived from
non-split wh-NPIs in an effort to value [u]Neg] of -to. Up to this point of discussion, move-
ment of -to is conceptually motivated without any empirical evidence. The following section
is devoted to filling the gap.
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2.5 Empirical evidence for movement analysis
This section aims to provide empirical evidence for the movement analysis of split wh-NPIs
based on island sensitivity. Split wh-NPIs cannot be formed across island boundaries as
illustrated in (73). In all island-violating cases, the wh-item is interpreted as a wh-indefinite
(or a wh-interrogative in (73c)) and -to as ‘even’ or ‘also’.
















Int.*‘Mary wasn’t angry because any student came early.’














Int.*‘Mary and any teacher didn’t fight each other.’
















Int.*‘John didn’t ask whether Mary met anyone.’
John didn’t also ask whether John met someone.
John didn’t also ask who Mary met. (Wh island)
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In (73a), the wh-item is embedded in an adjunct island, headed by ttaymwune ‘because’,
and -to is located outside the island. The NPI reading is not available.6 (73b) is a coordinate
structure island, in which the wh-item is located in the right conjunct, and -to is outside
of the coordinate structure. Again, no NPI reading is available. The wh-item only receives
an indefinite reading, and -to is interpreted ‘also’. Considering that Korean is a head final
language, one may ask how we are certain about whether -to is within the coordinate phrase
or outside of it as it is claimed here. There is an indirect way to check this.
Yoon and Lee (2005) argue that the nominal elements conjoined by hako form a single
syntactic unit, so a case-marker is attached to the whole phrase as in (74a) but not the right
conjunct as in (74b). 7 8
(74) a. [[A hako B]-case]
b. * [A hako [B-case]]









6 One might argue that the failure of the NPI licensing in (73a) may be due to the morphological
incompatibility between ttaymwune ‘because’ and -to. However, -to can appear with ttaymwune as illustrated













‘Mary was angry also because Tom came late.’
7 In (90a), hako in Korean is ambiguous between a conjunctive reading (i.e., ‘and’) and a comitative
reading (i.e., ‘with’). When hako is understood as ‘with’, hako phrase is not an island, so relativization
can freely take place, but under ‘and’-reading, it is an island. Kim (2018) notes that the comitative usage
and the conjunctive usage display syntactic differences. One of them is that a reciprocal pronoun can only
appear with conjunctive usage. In order to ensure that relativization has taken place out of a coordinate
phrase, the reciprocal pronoun sero ‘each other’ is included in the example.


















Int.*‘Mary and any teacher didn’t fight each other.’
Assuming that this incompatibility is caused by competing for the same morphological slot
(Sells, 1995; Yoon, 1995), I will take the incompatibility shown in (76) as evidence showing
that -to in (73b) is located outside the coordinate phrase just like a case marker is as illus-
trated in (74a). This analysis can be supported by the fact that the island effect disappears













Lit.‘Any student and any teacher didn’t fight each other.’
The amelioration effect in (77) is analogous to the commonly observed amelioration effect
with an across-the-board (ATB) movement, which is illustrated in (78).
(78) a. * Whoi did you see [[enemies of ti] and John]?
b. Whoi did you see [friends of ti] and [enemies of ti]?
In (78a), who has moved out of the left conjunct of the coordinate phrase, exhibiting an island
effect. However, as illustrated in (78b), wh-movement is allowed out of both conjuncts in
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an ATB fashion. The amelioration effect in (77) can be captured if both conjuncts of the
coordinate phrase are initially filled with wh-NPIs and -to has subsequently moved out of
the phrase in an ATB fashion. Therefore, the contrast between (73b) and (77) suggests that
-to in (73b) must have been moved out of the coordinate phrase.
In (73c), the wh-item is embedded inside a wh-island headed by the embedded inter-
rogative complementizer -ci, and -to appears outside of the island. Again, no NPI reading
is possible. Instead, the wh-item can be associated with the embedded interrogative com-
plementizer and yield a wh-interrogative reading, or the wh-item can be interpreted as a
wh-indefinite and the complementizer as ‘whether’. Under both readings, -to is interpreted
as ‘also’ or ‘even’.
Under the traditional view of island effects that islands block movement (Ross, 1967),
island sensitivity shown in (73) suggests that split wh-NPIs involve movement out of islands.
One may interpret the data differently, however, based on different understanding of island
effects. For instance, Cable (2010)) assumes that islands block Agree, discrediting island ef-
8Yoon and Lee (2005) compare hako-marked coordinate phrase with another coordinate structure con-
joined with kuriko ‘and’ and argue that hako-marked phrases are case-marked only once as a single syntactic
unit. According to Yoon and Lee, these two different coordinate structures display morphological and se-
mantic differences. Morphologically, in hako-marked phrase, a case marker surfaces only once at the right
edge of the coordinate phrase. However, in kuriko-marked phrase, each conjunct surfaces with its own case
marker. Semantically, in hako-marked phrases, collective readings are possible, but kuriko-marked phrases
cannot receive the collective reading. The following demonstrates the semantic difference. In (i),hako can
appear with a collective modifier hamkkey ‘together’. However, when a conjunction kuriko is used, of which











‘Mary and Tom lifted a box together.’
b. * Mary-ka kuriko Tom-i bagsu-lul hamkkey tul-ess-ta.
Mary-Nom and Tom-Nom box-Acc together lift-Past-Decl
‘Mary and Tom lifted a box together.’
Yoon and Lee argue that this difference is attributed to the size of conjuncts. To be specific, hako-marked
coordinate phrases are genuine nominal phrases and behave as single syntactic and semantic units; as a
result, the coordinate phrase is case-valued only once as a single syntactic unit and yields the collective
reading. However, kuriko is a propositional conjunctor and the seemingly conjoined nominal phrase in (ib)
is a elliptical version of two conjoined sentences.
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fects as a diagnostic for movement. Under this view of islands, (73) will suggest that -to may
be base-generated outside of the islands and try to form a relation via Agree with wh-items
inside the islands; that is, split wh-NPIs do not involve movement. However, this view of
island effects cannot capture the Korean facts. In Korean wh-questions, the wh-item and the
question particle (or the interrogative C) can be associated across island boundaries. Take
(79) as an example, where wh-questions can be formed across a coordinate structure island
and an adjunct island. (Other island environments will be presented in Chapter 5.)























‘Which person x is such that Mary got angry because x came?’
Given that wh-questions involve Agree between the wh-item and the question particle
(or the interrogative C), islands are irrelevant to Agree at least in Korean. Therefore, I will
adopt the traditional view on islands that island effects are movement constraints (Ross,
1967) and interpret (73) as suggesting that split wh-NPIs involve movement.9
Note, however, that complex NP/DP environments allow split wh-NPIs to be formed
across island boundaries as illustrated in (80). The lack of island effects here is unexpected
if -to has moved out of the islands as claimed in the previous section.
9In this dissertation, the account for island effects has not been explored. I will leave it for future research
to determine what aspects of the particle movement analysis are not compatible with the island environments.
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‘Mary didn’t find the evidence that Tom committed any crimes.’













‘Mary didn’t read the book that anyone gave to her.’
However, the island-hood of relative clauses and noun-complement structures has been
questioned in Korean. For instance, while Han and Kim (2004) and Park (2005) argue
that complex NPs are islands in Korean, Kim (2013, 2016) argues that sentences involving
extraction out of complex NP are as grammatical as sentences without island violations. In
Han’s (2013, p.333) experimental results, Korean native speakers allow relativization out of
a relative clause and noun-complement structure but not out of an adjunct and wh-island.
I share my judgement with Kim; Kim and the subjects of Han’s experiment. Consider
(81), where relativization takes place out of the complex NP/DP island environment.



















‘The credit card x such that detective Kim caught the evidence that the culprit
used x was submitted as evidence.’
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‘The student x such that the teacher forgave all the faults that x committed
has become nice.’ (a modified example from (Kim, 2013, p.73))
In (81a), the gap corresponding to the head noun sinyongkadu ‘credit card’ is located inside
the sentential complement headed by the noun cungke ‘evidence’. In (81b), the gap corre-
sponding to the head noun haksayng ‘student’ is located inside the relative clause headed
by the noun calmosl ‘fault’. Given that these gaps are created by movement, were these
environments islands, (81) should have been ungrammatical contrary to fact.
Han and Kim (2004), however, argue that relative clauses are islands in Korean and that
true double relative constructions – a structure where relativization has taken place out of a
relative clause – do not exist. Based on the sentence in (82a) that looks like a double relative
clause, they argue that its source sentence is a double nominative construction of which the
first noun is a matrix clause dependent, as in (82b) following Yoon (2007). Han and Kim
argue that the seemingly double relative construction is derived by relativizing over the first
subject in the matrix clause (e.g., ai in (82b)). Under this analysis, no movement has taken
place out of the relative clause; therefore, no degradation is expected.

















‘As for the kidi, the dog hei likes died.’

















However, the sentence in (81b) cannot be reanalyzed as a double nominative clause as illus-
trated below:














Int.‘As for the studenti, the teacher forgave all the faults that shei have committed.’
The source sentence of (81b) will most likely be a sentence like (84), where the operator of
the head noun haksayng is base-generated within the relative clause.













‘The teacher forgave all the faults that the student have committed.’
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Taking (81) as evidence for the non-islandhood of complex NP/DP environments in Ko-
rean, I argue that the island insensitivity in (80) cannot undermine the movement analysis
of split wh-NPIs. The non-island-hood of the complex NP/DP environments may be un-
desirable in that complex NPs/DPs are claimed to be islands across many languages. In
Section 3.2, I will envisage a possible syntactic analysis to the non-island-hood of the com-
plex NP/DP environments.
The novel observation that split wh-NPIs are susceptible to island effects supports the
movement analysis of split wh-NPIs. In concert with the presence of non-split wh-NPIs,
the island sensitivity of split wh-NPIs suggests that split wh-NPIs may involve movement of
-to. Further evidence will be provided in Chapter 4, where the semantics of split wh-NPIs is
discussed. The discussion so far has focused on the presence of movement in split wh-NPIs,
but it does not say anything about the nature of the movement. The next section will be
devoted to answering this question.
3 Nature of -to movement
In Section 2, it was argued that split wh-NPIs are derived from non-split wh-NPIs via
movement of the focus particle -to. Similar analyses have been proposed for Japanese wh-
questions (Hagstrom, 1998) and wh-universal quantifiers (Takahashi, 2002), but the nature
of the particle movement has not been researched much. Hagstrom (1998) did not identify
what kind of movement the particle movement would be. (Takahashi, 2002) fills the gap
by arguing that Japanese split wh-mo constructions, which correspond to Korean wh-to,
are derived from Quantifier Raising (QR). In this section, I first show that Takahashi’s
analysis cannot be extended to Korean wh-NPIs. Then, I argue that -to movement should
be analyzed as operator movement, based on the fact that relativization displays the same
island behavior as split wh-NPIs.
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3.1 Previous particle movement analyses
Hagstrom (1998) proposes that in Japanese wh-questions, a question particle -ka is base-
generated with the wh-item but subsequently moves to the edge of the clause where it
takes scope. This proposal is based on the observation that the particle -ka is also used
as an indefinite marker. However, Hagstrom does not discuss the nature of particle move-
ment. Takahashi (2002) attempts to fill this gap by extending Hagstrom’s (1998) analysis
of Japanese wh-universal quantifier, which consists of a wh-item and a focus particle -mo
meaning ‘also’ and ‘even’, as illustrated in (85) (Takahashi 2002, p, 594, (42)).

























‘The rumor that everyone would be fired was true’
Takahashi proposes that particle movement of mo is overt QR based on the following
grounds. First, mo movement is optional, just like typical QR. As illustrated in (85), mo
can either appear adjacent to the wh-item or be separated from it. Second, movement
of -mo changes the scope of a wh-item. According to Takahashi, when -mo moves to a
higher position as (85b), the scope of the universal quantifier becomes wider than prior to
movement. He provides support for this analysis through contrasting binding behavior in
(86) (Takahashi 2002, p.595 (43)).
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‘lit. Every rumor that a person would be fired disappointed his wife.’
Takahashi argues that in (86a), the wh-mo cannot c-command the pronoun soitu ‘his’, so
the bound reading is not possible; however, in (86b), -mo movement allows the wh-item to
have a wide-scope, which in turn enables it to bind the pronoun.
Takahashi extends the QR analysis of an NPI usage of wh-mo. However, unlike the
universal usage, the NPI usage mandates -mo movement. Just like Korean wh-NPIs in (52),
repeated in (87), Japanese -mo should appear at the edge of the embedded clause when the











































‘Tom does not think that Mary loves any person.’













Int. ‘Tom does not think that Mary loves any person.’
In order to account for the absence of NPI licensing in (88b), Takahashi stipulates that
wh-NPIs should be clause-mate to the NPI licenser at LF. Under this analysis, without -mo
movement, the scope of -mo will stay inside the embedded clause; hence, the wh-NPI and
the NPI licenser will not be able to form a clause-mate relation at LF.
Japanese wh-mo seems reminiscent of the Korean wh-to string. Their morphological
compositions are identical: the wh-item and a particle meaning ‘also’ or ‘even’. Both can
be used as wh-NPIs and wh-Free Choice Items. Based on these similarities, one may extend
Takahashi’s QR analysis to Korean wh-NPIs. However, Korean wh-to does not have a
universal quantifier usage unlike Japanese wh-mo. Although it has universal quantification
force as discussed in Chapter 2, it always needs a licenser, unlike the universal usage of
Japanese wh-mo. Crucially, as already observed in Chapter 2, the wh-NPI and negation
need not be in the same clause at LF. As illustrated in (33), repeated in (89), a wh-NPI


















‘lit. any studenti seemed to hisi teacher not to come on time.
Under Takahashi’s (2002) analysis, assuming a clause-mate effect as an LF condition is
necessary to capture (88); otherwise, movement of -mo will not be mandated in the wh-
NPI usage. However, now that the assumption is not tenable in Korean wh-NPIs, the QR
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analysis cannot be extended to Korean split wh-NPIs. In the next section, I propose that
-to movement is operator movement by showing that relativization displays identical island
behavior as split wh-NPIs.
3.2 Comparison of split wh-NPIs with relatives
In Section 2.2, It was proposed that split wh-NPIs involved overt movement of -to, which
was supported by island sensitivity. However, we did not explore what kind of movement it
is. One way to find out is to compare some syntactic phenomena of split wh-NPIs with other
wh-constructions that involve movement that we know. In Korean, relativization leaves a gap
that is corresponding to the head noun phrase of a relative clause just like English relative
clauses, which are often analyzed as involving an operator movement. In this section, we will
compare wh-NPIs with relativization and observe that relativization in Korean is sensitive
to the same island environments as split wh-NPIs are. This result will suggest that whatever
operation underlying relativization is also responsible for deriving split wh-NPIs.
3.2.1 Island effects of relativization
Han (2013, p.333) reports that native Korean speakers find that relativization cannot take
place out of coordinate constructions, adjunct clauses, and wh-complement clauses, but
accept relativization out of relative clauses and noun-complement structures as much as
sentences without island effects. Take (90) as examples.















‘The person x such that my brother and x had a fight reported to the police.’





































‘The police x such that reporter Pak asked who x arrested got promoted.’



















‘The credit card x such that detective Kim caught the evidence that the culprit
used x was submitted as evidence.’
Complex NP with Relative Clause


















‘The writer x such that the novels which x have written until now are all
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published has made lots of money.’
In (90a), relativization has taken place out of the second conjunct of the coordinate
phrase and the sentence is ungrammatical. (90b) involves relativization out of an adjunct
clause headed by ttaymwune, yielding an ungrammatical sentence. In (90c), relativization
has taken place out of a wh-island, also displaying an island effect. However, in complex
NP/DP environments in (90d-e), relativization successfully has taken place.
Recall that we observed the same island effect patterns in split wh-NPIs in Section 2.4.
Split wh-NPIs could not be formed across coordinate, adjunct and wh-islands but could be
formed across complex NP/DP environments. The table in (91) summarizes the comparison
between relativization and split wh-NPIs







Given that these identical island effect patterns suggest that split wh-NPIs and relativiza-
tion involve the same type of movement operation, understanding the operation behind
relativization will help us to account for the nature of -to movement. In the next section,
we will briefly discuss how relative clauses are derived in Korean.
3.2.2 Derivation of relativization
There are two different approaches to relativization of Korean: a pro/gapless approach
(Yoon, 1993) - non-movement analysis - and a movement approach (Han, 1992). Under the
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pro/gapless approach, a gap in a relative clause is posited to be filled with a pronominal
empty category which is bound by a head nominal phrase of a relative clause. On the other
hand, under the movement approach, the gap of a relative clause is filled with a copy left
by movement. In this section, we will review each approach and present evidence for the
movement approach. In this section, evidence supporting the movement approach will be
provided. This result will suggest that -to movement in split wh-NPIs must be categorized
as Ā-movement of the same sort that derives relativization.
3.2.2.1 Pro/gapless analysis to relativization
Yoon (1993) proposes that relativization in Korean does not involve any movement, based







Lit.*‘the sound that a baby cries.’
Int.‘the sound that characterizes a baby’s crying’
Pursuing a uniform analysis to the gapped and gapless relative clauses, Yoon proposes that
in a gapped relative clause, the gap is filled with a pronominal empty category which is







‘the person that Mary likes’
However, when we look at gapless relative clauses more closely, we find that they have
different restrictions from gapped relative clauses, casting doubt on the uniform analysis.
First, gapless relative clauses cannot be episodic and are not compatible with a past tense
marker, while gapped relative clauses can appear with a past tense marker. Take (94) as an
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example. (94a) is the same sentence as the grammatical one in (92) except for the presence
of the past tense marker ess. The ungrammaticality of (94a) shows that gapless relative
clauses are not compatible with the past tense marker. Gapped relative clauses, however,
freely cooccur with the past tense marker as in (94b).













‘the place that the baby cried’
Moreover, in order for gapless relative clauses to be licensed, the head noun and the
relative clause should have a certain semantic relation (i.e., cause-effect relation), but gapped
relative clauses do not have such a semantic requirement. As noted by Cha (2005), when
a syntactic entity destroying that relation (e.g., negation, causativization) enters into the
relative clause, the gapless clauses cannot be formed. In gapped relative clauses, however,
such entities do not change grammaticality. The relevant examples are provided in (95-98).
(95) and (96) are gapless relative clauses: the relative clauses do not hold gaps corresponding
to the head nouns. When negation and the causative marker key are added in (95b) and
(96b) respectively, the gapless relative clauses become ungrammatical. Contrastively, (97b-
98b) demonstrate that the addition of negation and the causative marker does not affect the
grammaticality of gapped relative clauses.









‘the sound that characterizes Mary’s eating bread.’











Int.‘the sound that characterizes Mary’s not eating bread.’
















Int.‘the sound that characterizes Mary’s making a baby cry’
















‘the bread that Mary didn’t eat’












‘the baby that Mary made cry’
I will take these differences as evidence against the uniform analysis to gapless and gapped
relative clauses. This eliminates the motivation for the pro/gapless analysis to gapped rel-
ative clauses. In the next section, I will provide evidence for movement in gapped relative
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clauses and argue that the head nominal phrase of a relative clause is moved out of the
relative clause.
3.2.2.2 Evidence for a raising analysis to relativization
There is empirical evidence showing that the head nominal phrase of a relative clause may be
base-generated within the relative clause, supporting the movement approach to relativiza-
tion. The relevant examples are illustrated in (99).








































‘The picture of himself that Tom liked disappeared in the room.’ (Condition
A)
In (99a), the pronoun ku ‘he’ inside the relative clause cannot be coreferential with the
R-expression Tom within the head nominal phrase Tom-ui sacin ‘Tom’s photo’. I argue
that the unacceptability of this coreferential reading is due to a binding condition C effect.
Assuming that the gap of the relative clause is filled with a copy of the head nominal phrase
Tom-ui sacin as in (100), the copy of Tom in the original position is c-commanded by
the coreferential pronoun ku. This LF configuration is in conflict with the property of R-
expressions that they must be free always. Were the head noun base-generated where it
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surfaced, and the gap filled with a copy of an empty operator corresponding to the head
nominal phrase, the coreferential reading should have been available.





English wh-questions display the same condition C effects when a wh-object contains an
R-expression coreferential with a pronominal subject, which is illustrated in (101). This
similarity supports the analysis that the head nominal phrase in (99a) is moved out of the
relative clause.
(101) * Which picture of Johni does hei like?
In (99b), where the coreferential pronominal subject within the relative clause is contained
in a bigger nominal phrase, the coreferential reading is improved. This improvement can be
accounted for if the gap is filled with a copy of the head noun phrase. The lower copy of the
R-expression in the relative clause is not c-commanded by the coreferential pronoun anymore
by virtue of being contained in a bigger nominal phrase; hence, no condition C effect. (99c)
also supports the same point. The local anaphor cakicasin is licensed when its original
copy is c-commanded by its binder as demonstrated in (102). In (102a-b), the original copy
of the anaphor is c-commanded by its binder and cakicasin is licensed. However, when the






















‘lit Herself loves Mary.’
Given that anaphor licensing takes place between a binder and an original copy of an anaphor,
(99c) suggests that the head nominal phrase must be base-generated within the relative
clause, where its original copy is s-commanded by the binder Tom.
Another piece of evidence for the presence of movement comes from the fact that the head
noun phrase of a relative clause can be part of an idiom. Take (103) as an example. (103a)
is the baseline. (103b) shows that the idiomatic meaning is maintained after relativization of
ttang ‘ground’. This idiomatic interpretation can be accounted for if the head noun phrase
































‘The labor-management relation of the company is like “after a storm comes 
acalm”.’
  So far, it was argued that the head nominal phrase of a relative clause is associated 
with a gap inside the relative clause via movement, but we have not discussed where the
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head noun lands. For the rest of this section, I envisage a possible derivation of a relative
clause. This analysis will also account for the non-island-hood of complex NP/DP structures.
3.2.2.3 A raising analysis to relativization
Under the raising approach to relativization, there are two major analyses of the relation
between a head nominal phrase of a relative clause and a gap within the relative clause:
a raising analysis (Schachter, 1973; Vergnaud, 1974; Carlson, 1977; Kayne, 1994) and a
matching analysis (Sauerland, 1998; Bhatt, 2002; Sauerland, 2004). According to the raising
analysis, the head noun of a relative clause is moved out of a relative clause. Under the
matching analysis, on the other hand, a relative clause has an internal and external head; the
internal head nominal phrase first moves to the closest CP and is deleted under identification
with the external head nominal phrase. Sichel (2018) integrated these two analyses and
proposed that relative clauses are structurally ambiguous between a raising structure and a









that John read ti











that John read ti
According to Sichel, in a raising structure, the head noun is moved out of the relative
clause and lands in the spec of CP as illustrated in (104). Hence, further extraction out of
this relative clause will not be syntactically different from movement out of an embedded
clause. However, in a matching structure, the relative clause has both internal and external
head noun phrases. The external head nominal phrase is base-generated above CP as in
(105). And the internal head nominal phrase moves to the spec of CP and gets deleted
under identification. Sichel argues that in a matching structure, the NP layer over the CP
prevents movement out of the relative clause.
Recall that Korean relative clauses allow extraction and that the head nominal phrase
of a relative clause has its copy within the relative clause. This fact is aligned with Sichel’s
proposal for a relative clause with a raising structure. Moreover, Sauerland (2003) argues
that in a relative clause with a raising structure, the lower copy of the head nominal phrase
within a relative clause must be interpreted. Recall that in (99a), repeated in (106), a
Condition C effect is still observed even though the head nominal phrase containing the
R-expression surfaces higher than the coreferential pronoun, showing that the lower copy of
the head nominal phrase must be interpreted. This observation is aligned with Sauerland’s













‘The picture of Tom that he liked disappeared in the room.’ (Condition C)
(105) Matching Structure
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Based on the island-insensitivity of Korean relative clauses and the obligatory recon-
struction effect observed in (106), I propose that Korean relative clauses consist of a raising
structure and that its head nominal phrase is moved out of the relative clause and lands in
the spec of the embedded CP, following Sichel as described in (104). Under this analysis,
the double relative clause in (81b), repeated in (107a), will have the schematic derivation as
in (107b).
(107) a. [CP2 sensayngnim-i
teacher-NOM














‘The student x such that the teacher forgave all the fault that x have committed
has become nice.’













Note that in (107b), calmosj is moved to the spec of CP1 and becomes the head nominal
phrase of the relative clause. Since no NP exists above CP1, further movement out of CP1
will not be blocked as Sichel argues. Hence, haksayngi within the relative clause CP1 can
move out of it without inducing island effects and will serve as the second head nominal
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phrase of the higher relative clause.
Before we end this section, I would like to briefly discuss the structure of a complex
NP/DP with a noun-complement. Recall that relativization could take place out of a noun-
complement structure just like out of a relative clause. This island insensitivity may receive a
similar treatment to a relative clause with a raising structure. Given that an NP above a CP
blocks movement, I assume that the head nominal phrase of a noun-complement structure is
base-generated in the spec of the embedded CP, where the head nominal phrase of a relative
clause with a raising structure is moved to. This structure will grant non-island-hood to the
environment. I will leave the viability of this analysis for future research.
Given that the analysis provided in this section is correct, the island facts in (90) are
attributed to movement of the yet-to-be head nominal phrase. The movement involved in
relativization is very similar to the particle movement proposed for split wh-NPIs, in that
the moved elements always target the edge of CP and that both movements are sensitive to
the same island environments. Given that relativization is often analyzed as Ā movement,
what we can conclude from these similarities is that -to movement is an operator-like-Ā
movement.
To wrap up the discussion so far, we investigated the syntactic licensing condition of
wh-NPIs, focusing on split wh-NPIs and argued that split wh-NPIs are derived from non-
split wh-NPIs via movement of -to in order to form an Agree relation with negation. Then,
we explored the nature of -to movement by comparing split wh-NPIs with another wh-
construction involving overt movement, relativization, and concluded that -to movement
should be categorized as the same type of movement as the one involved in relativization.
Satisfying the syntactic licensing condition alone does guarantee NPI licensing. The
availability of NPI readings in split wh-NPIs is very sensitive to the prosodic structure of
split wh-NPI constructions. In the next section, we will describe the prosodic condition and
explore what may underlie such a prosodic requirement.
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4 Prosodic licensing condition
Split wh-NPIs must be pronounced with a certain prosodic structure: a wh-item should
initiate a phonological phrase, which ends with -to. If this prosodic condition is not satisfied,
NPI readings will not be possible. Instead, the wh-item will be interpreted as a wh-indefinite
and -to as ‘also’ or ‘even’ depending on contexts. In this section, a brief background of Korean
intonational structure will be first provided. Then, we will describe the required prosodic
structure for split wh-NPIs and explore what may underlie such a prosodic condition.
4.1 Seoul Korean intonational structure
Jun (2011) proposes that Seoul Korean intonational structure consists of four hierarchical
levels, based on phonetic cues: a Phonological Word, Accentual Phrase (AP), Intermediate
Phrase (ip), and Intonational Phrase (IP), which are illustrated in (108).
(108) Seoul Korean Intonational Structure (Jun 2011, p.217)
In (108), ‘Ha’ marks an AP-final boundary tone, ‘H-’ marks an optional ip-final boundary
tone, ‘T%’ marks an IP-final boundary tone, and ‘+’ is used to mark the positions of middle
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tones in an AP. The second tone of an AP is marked with ‘+’ on the left and the third tone
is marked with ‘+’ on the right.
According to Jun (1993), an AP usually consists of a word, and its left and right bound-
aries are marked with certain tones. When a word consists of 4 or more syllables, the first
two syllables are marked with T +H and the last 2 syllables are marked with L+ H, where
T is realized as H when the first syllable is aspirated or tense; otherwise, it is realized as L.
When a word consists of less than 4 syllables, one or both of the middle tones may not be
realized.10
(109) represents a typical prosodic structure, where each word belongs an AP (Jun, 2005,
p.212).







‘Hyungmin’s family hate Yonga.’
These typical AP tonal patterns are however not observed in focus constructions and wh-
questions (Jun and Oh, 1996; Jun, 2011; Yun, 2019). According to Jun’s (2011) experimental
results, in a focus construction, AP boundary tones following a focused phrase are either
10When only one middle tone is dropped, ‘+’ marking helps to identify which one is dropped. If a middle
tone has ‘+’ in its left, it will mean the third tone is dropped. If ‘+’ appears to the right of the middle tone,
it will indicate that the second tone is dropped.
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removed or weaken by displaying a reduced pitch range and amplitude. This process of
weakening AP boundaries is called “dephrasing”. Jun (2011) calls the domain created by
dephrasing an ip. According to Jun, the left boundary of an ip is marked with a higher
H-tone than that of its preceding AP, and the right boundary of the ip initiates a pitch reset
that can be identified by a higher L-tone of the following AP. (110) shows the phonological
structure of a focus construction. Note that [Yeona]F initiates an ip and exhibits a higher
H-tone than that of the preceding AP phrase. Every following AP has undergone dephrasing
as shown by the absence of AP boundary tones on each word following [Yeona]F .











‘Mina likes to meet Yeona a lot.’
Yun (2019) reports that Korean wh-questions display similar prosodic phrasing to focus
constructions. Just like a focused phrase, a wh-phrase initiates an ip, which ends with
interrogative C (or a question particle when there is one), and every AP between them is
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dephrased. Note that in the pitch track of (111), the H-tone of the wh-item is higher than
that of the preceding phrase, marking the left boundary of ip. The following words do not
display any boundary tones up to the end of the sentence where a null interrogative C is
located.











‘What is the thing such that it is dangerous if it gets into this reagent?’
With the prosodic background of Korean provided in this section, we will explore the
prosodic structure of split wh-NPIs in the next section.
4.2 Split wh-NPI prosody
Split wh-NPIs involve similar prosodic structures as focus constructions and wh-questions.
Just like a focused phrase and a wh-interrogative, the wh-item of a split wh-NPI initiates
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an ip, which ends with the focus particle -to. If split wh-NPIs involve different prosodic
phrasing from what is just described, the NPI reading will not be possible. Instead, the
wh-item is interpreted as a wh-indefinite and -to as ‘also’ or ‘even’ depending on contexts.
(112) shows that the ambiguous meaning of the wh-to string is disambiguated via different
prosodic phrasing. Under the NPI reading, the wh-phrase nwukwu-ekey initiates an ip, as
demonstrated by its higher H-tone than that of the preceding AP Yeongmini-ka. And every
following AP until -to undergoes dephrasing as indicated by a reduced pitch range until -to.
After -to, pitch reset is observed. The AP mawum-e tul.ci following -to exhibits a higher

















‘I didn’t like the socks that Yeongmin made for anyone.’
‘I didn’t like the socks also that Yeongmin made for someone.’
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a. wh-NPI
b. wh-indefininte
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Compare this wh-NPI prosody with (112b), where the wh-item is interpreted as a wh-
indefinite and -to as ‘also’. The H-tone of nwukwu is not higher than that of the preceding
AP, indicating that the wh-item does not initiate an ip. In addition, the AP boundaries
following the wh-phrase keep their typical pitch range, indicating that dephrasing has not
taken place.
Should the sentence be pronounced with an inappropriate prosodic phrasing, it will not
have the intended interpretation. That is, a certain prosodic structure is linked with a
certain meaning. Under the traditional Y-model of grammar, syntax holds all information
that will be fed to both interfaces, and LF and PF do not directly communicate to each
other. Therefore, if a PF phenomenon is linked to an LF phenomenon as observed in the
wh-to string, relevant information should be provided at the narrow syntax. Then, what kind
of information would syntax hold? Recall that wh-NPIs involve the same prosodic structural
patterns as focus constructions and wh-questions. Just like the focused phrase and the wh-
item of the wh-question, the wh-item of a split wh-NPI initiates an ip and the following
AP boundaries are dephrased. This may not be a coincidence. Ramchand (1997) and Beck
(2006) argue that wh-items are inherently focused. In order to capture the relation between
focus and the special prosodic structure, I assume that the wh-item has an interpretable
focus feature [iFoc] and -to is also marked with a focus feature [Foc] by virtue of forming
a syntactic relation with the wh-item upon merger of the two items.11 If this syntactic
relation is visible at PF as well as LF, it may surface as an ip at PF and as an NPI reading
at LF. (The details of how the NPI reading is attained in split wh-NPIs will be discussed in
Chapter 4.) In the next subsection, I will entertain an existing theory by Richards (2010)
and Richards (2016) that discusses how syntactic structure is mapped to PF, and provide
11An alternative account is to posit that the wh-item and -to form a relation via Agree. That is, the
wh-item may have [iFoc] and -to has [uFoc]. This analysis will eventually yield the same result as the Merge
analysis. Since the wh-item and -to enter a derivation together, they will always mutually c-command each
other and their Agree relation will always be satisfied upon entering a structure.
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an account for what may underlie the prosodic requirement of split wh-NPIs.
4.3 Mapping from syntax to PF
Richards (2010) proposes that a wh-item and its associated interrogative C have to be
separated by as few prosodic boundaries as possible. Richards (2016) formalizes this idea as
Contiguity theory, according to which a wh-item and interrogative C in an Agree relation
should be dominated by a single phonological phrase φ, where the wh-item is located at a
prosodically active edge.
(113) Contiguity (Richards, 2016, p.115):
Given a wh-phrase α and a complementizer C where α takes scope, α and C must
be dominated by a single φ, within which α is [located at a prosodically active edge].
Richards argues that in wh-movement languages, this condition is satisfied by moving a
wh-item to Spec of C. However, for wh-in-situ languages, Contiguity is formed by creating
a prosodic domain that dominates the wh-item and C via a process called Grouping (114).
(114) Grouping (version 2 from (Richards, 2016, p.115))
Given a wh-phrase α and a C with which α is in a Probe-Goal relation, create a φ
that dominates C and α.
Under this theory, Korean will use the latter tactic by virtue of being a wh-in-situ language.
Recall that in Korean wh-questions, a wh-item initiates an ip, which ends with interrogative
C (or an overt question particle when it is available). Given that the wh-item and inter-
rogative C undergo Agree, the newly created phonological domain φ via (114) will match
the ip domain initiated by the wh-item and ending with interrogative C, observed in (111).
Moreover, as seen in the previous section, the left boundary of an ip is used to mark a
focused phrase. If we take this to show that the left boundary is a prosodically active edge,
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the wh-item will be located at a prosodically active edge by virtue of initiating an ip. The
ip involved in Korean wh-questions then can be considered to be attained via Grouping in
an effort to from Contiguity between the wh-item and interrogative C. That is, the syntac-
tic relation formed between a wh-item and interrogative C is reflected at PF as a single ip
dominating them.
The sentence in (111) is ambiguous. As illustrated in (115), the wh-item can be inter-
preted as a wh-indefinite, and in this case, no syntactic relation will be formed between
the wh-item and C. Therefore, Contiguity theory will predict that no grouping will take
place between the wh-item and C. This is borne out. As illustrated in (115a), APs following
the wh-item mweka do not undergo dephrasing and appear with their usual pitch range.
The higher H tone on tuleka-myen in (115a) demonstrates the absence of dephrasing. The
pitch tracks of the sentence in (115) with the two different readings are presented below for
comparison.











‘It is dangerous if something gets into this reagent.’
‘What is the thing such that it is dangerous if it gets into this reagent?’
a. wh-indefinite
b. wh-interrogative
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Recall that we observed the same prosodic structural pattern in the wh-to string in (112)
(repeated in (116)). With the NPI reading, the wh-item initiates an ip, ending with -to, but

















‘I didn’t like the socks that Yeongmin made for anyone.’
‘I didn’t like the socks also that Yeongmin made for someone.’
a. wh-NPI
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b. wh-indefininte
We can capture this contrast by extending Contiguity and Grouping (114) to split wh-
NPIs, something like (117-118), where the syntactic relation in (118) will include Agree and
a relation formed via Merge. (Whether Grouping can be extended to other wh-constructions
(e.g., wh-Free Choice Items) will remain as a subject for future research.)
(117) Contiguity (revised)
Given a wh-phrase α and a C/-to where α takes scope, α and C/-to must be domi-
nated by a single φ, within which α is [located at a prosodically active edge].
(118) Grouping (revised)
Given a wh-phrase α and a C/-to with which α is in a syntactic relation, create a φ
that dominates C/-to and α.
In Section 2.2, it was proposed that the wh-item and -to of wh-NPIs have a syntactic relation
formed via Merge. Assuming that this relation should also obey Contiguity, they will undergo
Grouping. This correctly predicts that a split wh-NPI will involve an ip, which is initiated by
the wh-item and ends with -to, as illustrated in (116a). When the wh-to string is interpreted
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as a wh-indefinite and ‘also/even’, however, the wh-item and -to will not form any syntactic
relation. Therefore, they will not obey Contiguity and the sentence will have a canonical
phonological phrasing as illustrated in (116b).
The following provides a PF derivation for a split wh-NPI (116a) via the extended version
of Grouping (118). I assume that the initial stage of a PF structure is mapped from a
syntactic structure via Match theory (Selkirk, 2011) where a syntactic word is mapped as
a phonological word ω, a syntactic phrase as a phonological phrase φ, and a clause as an
intonational phrase ι. Provided that the split wh-NPI in (116) has the syntactic structure in
(119a), Match theory will predict the initial prosodic structure in (119b). Only the relevant
part of the structure is provided. (φ is numbered for ease of exposition, and ‘(’ to the left of
each node marks a prosodically active edge.)
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Moreover, I assume that Grouping targets the largest φ starting with a wh-item in order
to minimize chaining the initial structure following Richards (2016). Therefore, in (119b),
Grouping will target φ6 and create a new phonological phrase φa, dominating both the wh-
phrase and the prosodic node containing -to, as illustrated in (120). Contiguity is satisfied
at this point in the derivation.





















Following this stage, the severed structures will be connected and create φb, resulting in
(121).
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Contiguity theory predicts the PF structure represented in (121), where the wh-item
occupies the left edge of φa, which ends with -to. Given that φa corresponds to an ip, Con-
tiguity theory correctly predicts the prosodic structure of a split wh-NPI.
In this section, it was shown that split wh-NPIs had to form a certain prosodic structure:
the wh-item starts a new ip that ends with -to. Extending Contiguity theory proposed by
Richards (2016) to a syntactic relation formed via Merge in the narrow syntax, I propose
that the special prosody of split wh-NPIs is a reflection of a syntactic relation between the
wh-item and -to at PF.
This chapter investigated the syntactic licensing condition of split wh-NPIs. It was pro-
posed that wh-NPI licensing involves two different relations: a relation between the wh-item
and -to and a relation between -to and the NPI licenser, negation. Based on the fact that the
association span between the wh-item and -to is determined by negation, it was argued that
the long-distance dependency observed in split wh-NPIs is attained by overt movement of
-to, which is motivated by forming an Agree relation with negation. This analysis was sup-
ported the fact that split wh-NPIs cannot be formed across island boundaries. Additionally,
we explored the nature of -to movement by comparing with relativization and concluded
that -to movement should be categorized as the same type as the movement involved in
relativization. Finally, I introduced a prosodic condition imposed on split wh-NPIs and ar-
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gued that this condition may be a phonological reflection of a syntactic relation between the
wh-item and -to.
Chapter 4
A semantics for wh-NPIs
1 Introduction and chapter outline
This chapter aims to provide a semantics for wh-NPIs. I will begin by asking whether the wh-
NPIs are interpreted non-compositionally or compositionally. Under the non-compositional
approach, the wh-item and the focus particle -to will have to form a single semantic unit at
LF. The semantics for non-split wh-NPIs will be rather simple since the wh-item and -to are
already close to each other. Provided that wh-NPIs are universal, as concluded in Chapter
2, the wh-NPIs will be semantically licensed as long as they are interpreted outside the scope
of negation at LF. In case of split wh-NPIs, the wh-item and -to should first form a local
relation at LF in order to be treated as a single semantic unit. This will lead research to
be focused on how the local relation will be achieved. Under the compositional approach,
however, the universal quantificational reading of the wh-NPIs is attained via individual
semantic contributions of the wh-item and -to. Therefore, the focus of research will be to
understand the semantics of the wh-item and -to respectively. In Section 2, it will be claimed
that the latter approach is on the right track based on novel evidence showing that -to and
its associated wh-item can appear separately at LF. Section 3 is devoted to the semantics
98
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of -to and the wh-item. I will first review a scalar analysis (Lahiri, 1998; Choi, 2007),
according to which -to is interpreted as ‘even’, and argue that this analysis cannot correctly
capture a binding relation and scope interactions between wh-NPIs and quantificational
adverbs. Then, it will be argued that -to is a propositional universal quantifier and forms
an association with a wh-item via semantic composition.
2 A non-compositional approach to wh-NPIs
2.1 A non-compositional approach
In a non-compositional approach of wh-NPIs, a wh-item and -to will be treated as a single
semantic unit at LF. This assumption is not unreasonable given that the wh-item and -to
enter a structure together. Assuming that the wh-item and -to can undergo some kind of
semantic fusion (e.g., an operation that may create compound words) under a local relation
at LF, the wh-item and -to must appear adjacent to each other. In Chapter 2, we concluded
that wh-NPIs have universal quantificational force. If this is correct, the wh-NPIs will be
semantically licensed as long as they are interpreted outside the scope of negation. In the
case of a non-split wh-NPI as in (122), the wh-item and -to are already in a local relation.
Therefore, the NPI will be interpreted in situ at LF given that negation in Korean is scopally









‘No one met Mary.’
An account for split wh-NPIs as in (123) (repeated below) can be more complex than that
of non-split wh-NPIs because the wh-item and -to are separate when its syntactic structure
is sent to LF. Therefore, a covert operation should be posited that derives a local relation
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‘I didn’t like the socks that Yeongmin made for anyone.’
There are two possible ways that these distinct syntactic units can achieve a local relation.
First, -to may undergo reconstruction to a position adjacent to the wh-item, where it is
base-generated. This may be achieved by allowing the original copy to be visible at LF
under the assumption that -to movement leaves a copy behind. Second, the higher copy of
-to may be interpreted at LF and the wh-item covertly moves to -to. Note that regardless of
how the locality is formed, the wh-NPIs are still under the scope of negation. By virtue of
being universal, the wh-NPIs have to undergo additional covert movement out of the scope of
negation. Otherwise, (123) will be incorrectly predicted to yield the partial negation reading,
¬ > ∀. The hypothetical schematic LF structures are described in (124).
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The non-compositional approach may capture correct interpretations with a few covert
operations as illustrated above. However, in the next section, I will provide empirical evi-
dence based on intervention effects, showing that the wh-item and -to are situated separately
at LF. If they do not form a local relation, as will be argued soon, it will suggest that the
wh-item and -to do not form a single semantic unit and it will eventually rule out the non-
compositional approach. Before discussing intervention effects of split wh-NPIs, I will briefly
introduce background on intervention effects.
2.2 Arguments against a non-compositional approach
2.2.1 Background on Intervention effects
Intervention effects describe the degradation of wh-questions when an intervener (e.g., focus,
quantifiers) appears between the wh-item and the interrogative C (Beck, 1996; Beck and Kim,
1997; Pesetsky, 2000; Beck, 2006). In Korean, a focus sensitive operator like -man ‘only’ and
an amwu-NPI ‘any’ are claimed to be interveners (Kim 2002, Beck 2006).1 As illustrated in
(125b-c), when those interveners appear between a wh-item and an interrogative C, which
1What constitutes an intervener varies cross-linguistically (Kim, 2002). For instance, negation is an
intervener in English but not in Korean.
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is optionally realized as a question particle (e.g., ni or ka), the wh-question reading is
unavailable. Instead, the wh-item and the question particle are interpreted separately as an







‘Who did Mary meet?’






Int.‘Who did only Mary meet?’









Int.‘Who did no one meet?’
‘Did no one meet someone?’

















‘Who did nobody meet?’
Pesetsky (2000) and Beck (2006) argue that intervention effects are LF phenomena.
That is, intervention effects take place when an intervener appears between the wh-item
and the interrogative C at LF, and the degradation can be ameliorated when the wh-item
2 The sentences in (126) also have the Yes/No question readings. Since wh-interrogative readings are at
issue, I will only specify them. Yes/no question readings will only be specified when necessary.
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is moved out of the scope of the intervener at LF. Beck (2006) proposes the following LF
representations to summarize the intervention and amelioration effects. (α > β is read as α
c-commands β.)
(127) a. * [ Q > Intervener > wh ] (Intervention configuration)
b. [ Q > whi > intervener > ti ] (Amelioration configuration)
I will provide a few data supportive of the claim that intervention effects are LF phenom-
ena. First, (128) shows that an intervention effect cannot be ameliorated when a scrambled
wh-phrase is forced to undergo reconstruction.














Int.*‘Which picture of Tom did no one show Mary?’






























Int. *‘Which picture of heri did no onej show his/herj motheri?’
(128a) is a typical example of an intervention effect. (128b) shows that scrambling of wh-
phrase across the intervener amwu-to can avoid intervention effects. However, in (128c),
the sentence does not have a wh-question reading even though the wh-phrase surfaces higher
than the intervener amwu-to. Note that the bound pronoun kunye within the wh-phrase is
coreferential with the pronominal phrase caki-ui emma, which is bound by amwu-to. This
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binding relation between kunye and the pronominal phrase caki-ui emma will force the
scrambled wh-phrase to be interpreted in its base-generated position, which is under the
scope of the intervener amwu-to. The degradation shown in (128c) can be captured if the
reconstruction effect creats the intervention configuration at LF, illustrated in (127a). This
analysis can be further supported by the fact that when the pronoun in (128c) is not bound
by caki-ui emma, the wh-question reading becomes available. This may be because with the
absence of the binding relation, the wh-phrase can be interpreted in the post-scrambling po-
sition, which is outside the scope of the intervener. This contrast supports that intervention
effects are LF phenomena.
More evidence for the LF view of intervention effects comes from long-distance scram-
bling. According to Saito (2003), long-distance scrambling involves a radical reconstruction
effect that a post-scrambling LF structure remains identical to the pre-scrambling LF struc-
ture. This is supported by the absence of an bleeding effect of Condition C with long-distance
scrambling, which is argued to be LF phenomena (Fox, 1999). (129a) describes a typical
Condition C effect: the R-expression Minswu in the embedded clause is c-commanded by a
coreferential pronoun ku in the matrix clause. In (129b), the phrase containing Minswu has
moved across a clausal boundary and the coreferential reading is still unavailable between
Minswu and the pronoun ku.












‘He thinks that Younghee met Minswu’s parents.’













Compare (129) with a sentence involving short scrambling as in (130). (130a) shows a
typical Condition C effect just like (129a). When the phrase containing the R-repression
Mary undergoes short scrambling as in (130b), however, the coreferential reading becomes
available.

















‘Maryi loves heri father.’
I will take the contrast between (129b) and (130b) as evidence for the obligatory recon-
struction effect of long-distance scrambling. Now, suppose that in a matrix wh-question, an
intervener is located in the matrix clause and a wh-item is located in an embedded clause
as illustrated in (131). A sentence with the configuration (131) will induce an intervention
effect as an intervener appears between a wh-item and interrogative C.
(131) [CP ... Intervener ... [CP ... wh ... ] C+int]
If intervention effects are really LF-phenomena, in (131) long-distance scrambling of the
wh-item across the intervener will not recover the wh-question reading as long-scrambling
does not contribute to LF. This prediction is borne out. In (132a), the intervener amwuto in
the matrix clause bars the wh-question reading. When the wh-phrase mwues-ul undergoes
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long-scrambling across the intervener, no amelioration effect is observed as illustrated in
(132b).























‘What did no one say that Tom bought?’
In this section, it was shown that intervention effects appear when an intervener appears
between the wh-item and an interrogative C at LF. We will then be able to use the presence
of an intervention effect as a diagnostic for non-local relationship between the wh-item and
interrogative C. In next section, it will be shown that split wh-NPIs also display intervention
effects when an intervener appears between a wh-item and -to. I will use this finding to
argue that the wh-item and -to appear at LF as two distinct semantic entities.
2.2.2 Intervention effects in split wh-NPIs
In the previous section, it was shown that intervention effects are LF phenomena. Given
that the interaction between a wh-item and an intervener is responsible for intervention
effects, if applicable, intervention effects may be able to provide insights on LF structures
of split wh-NPIs. We can test whether split wh-NPIs are susceptible to intervention effects
by situating an intervener between -to and its associated wh-item. Consider (133), where
intervention effects are tested with various locations of an intervener.
malha.ci 
say






























Int. ‘I didn’t tell Tom That only Mary ate any food.’






























‘I didn’t tell Tom that Mary ate any food.’
(133a) is a baseline that does not involve an intervener. The NPI reading is available.
In (133b), the intervener -man ‘only’ is situated between the wh-phrase etten umsik and
-to, as schematized in (134), and the NPI reading is not possible. Instead, the wh-item and
-to are interpreted separately as an indefinite and ‘also’ or ‘even’ respectively.
(134) *NPI [ -to > only > wh ]
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When the intervener appears somewhere else, not between the wh-item and -to as in (133c-d),
the NPI reading is available. The contrast between ((133b)) and (133c-d) seems to suggest
that split wh-NPIs are susceptible to intervention effects just like wh-questions.
However, in split wh-NPIs, scrambling does not recover the NPI reading as illustrated in
(135) unlike in wh-questions, where scrambling across an intervener recovers a wh-question








Int. *‘I didn’t tell Tom That only Mary ate any food.’
However, there is an independent reason for the absence of amelioration effect in (135). The
scrambled wh-phrase of a split wh-NPI somehow has to undergo obligatory reconstruction.
That is, in (135), the scrambled wh-phrase is interpreted under the scope of the intervener
and still displays an intervention effect.
If the scrambled wh-item of a split wh-NPI undergoes obligatory reconstruction, one of
the predictions is that the NPI reading will not be possible when the scrambled phrase is
forced to be interpreted in its landing site. This prediction can be tested with a Condition
C effect, which is sensitive to LF structures. Suppose an R-expression c-commanded by
a coreferential pronoun has undergone scrambling outside the scope of the pronoun. If
reconstruction takes place and the original copy is interpreted, the R-expression will still be
c-commanded by the coreferential pronoun and a Condition C effect will be observed (136a).
However, if the copy in the landing site is interpreted, the R-expression will become free and
the coreferential reading will be possible (136b) (β means β is not visible at LF).
[etten umsik-uli Mary- man ti mek-ess-ta-ko-to 
which food-acc M-only ate-Decl-Comp-Foc
malha.ci
say
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(136) a. R-expressioni > pronouni > R-expressioni (Condition C effect)
b. R-expressioni > pronouni > R-expressioni (Bleeding effect)
Now, suppose that a phrase has undergone scrambling, which contains the wh-item of
a split wh-NPI and an R-expression, and that its original position is c-commanded by a
coreferential pronoun with the R-expression. In order to avoid a Condition C effect, the
scrambled phrase must be interpreted in its landing site. However, if split wh-NPIs involve
obligatory reconstruction of the scrambled wh-item, it will force the scrambled phrase to be
interpreted in its original position and the R-expression contained in the phrase will induce
a Condition C effect. However, if reconstruction is not required for the NPI reading, the NPI
reading will be available when the scrambled phrase is interpreted in its landing site. Note
that a Condition C effect can be ameliorated when the scrambled phrase is interpreted in the
post-scrambling position. Therefore, if the scrambled wh-item does not involve obligatory
reconstruction, the NPI reading and coreferential reading will cooccur. (137) demonstrates
that the first prediction is correct. The NPI reading and the coreferential reading between
kunye and Mary are incompatible. This supports that the scrambled wh-item of a split











3The salient reading of (137) with a non-coreferential reading is an unassociated reading that the wh-item
is interpreted as an indefinite and -to as ‘even’ or ‘also’. The NPI reading is only available when the sentence
is read with a certain prosodic structure that the wh-item starts a phonological phrase that ends with -to,
which is described in Chapter 3.
(i)*‘Shei did not like any of Maryi’s friends.’
(ii)‘Shei did not even like a friend of Maryi.’
(iii)‘Shej did not like any of Maryi’s friends.’
  As illustrated in (137ii), under the coreferential reading, the NPI reading is not possible. 
The wh-item is interpreted as an indefinite and -to as ‘even’. Given that the coreferential
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reading is possible in the LF configuration (136b), the lack of the NPI reading in (137ii) with
the coreferential reading suggests that reconstruction of the wh-phrase is required for the
NPI reading. This is further supported by the fact that the NPI reading becomes possible
with the non-coreferential reading as in (137iii). Under this reading, the scrambled phrase
containing the wh-phrase can be interpreted in the pre-scrambled position without inducing
a Condition C effect; therefore, the wh-phrase contained in the scrambled phrase will also
be interpreted in its reconstructed position and the NPI reading becomes available.
However, note that in case of wh-questions, which display amelioration effects with scram-
bling, reconstruction is not obligatory. In a Condition C environment as in (138), the pronoun










‘Which friend of Maryi does shei like?’
The contrast between (137) and (138) supports that the scrambled wh-phrase of split wh-
NPIs undergoes obligatory reconstruction. The lack of an amelioration effect is not an
idiosyncratic fact of wh-NPIs. We already observed in the previous section that wh-questions
also display lack of the amelioration effects with scrambling when the wh-items are forced
to undergo reconstruction. Considering the discussion so far, the absence of an amelioration
effect in (135) cannot undermine the argument that split wh-NPIs are susceptible to an
intervention effect.
Then, what does the sensitivity to intervention effects of split wh-NPIs tell us? In the
previous section, it was argued that the presence of intervention effects signals that the wh-
item and interrogative C are not in a local relation at LF. Provided that split wh-NPIs are
also susceptible to intervention effects, the degradation observed in (133b) suggests that the
wh-item and the focus particle -to need not form a local relation at LF. In other words, the
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wh-item and -to are distinct semantic units, which means that the universal quantificational
interpretation of the NPI must be attained compositionally.
3 Interpretation of wh-NPIs under the compositional
view
There are multiple analyses under the compositional approach depending on the meaning of
-to. For instance, Choi (2007), following Lahiri (1998), argues that -to has a scalar meaning,
corresponding to ‘even’ and that its associated wh-item is an existential indefinite. I will
call this analysis the scalar analysis. On the other hand, Shimoyama (2006) proposes that
Japanese particle mo, corresponding to -to in Korean, provides an universal force and the
associated wh-item does not have any quantificational force. This analysis will henceforth
be called a universal analysis.
In this section, I will first show that the scalar analysis is problematic based on its in-
correct predictions on sentences involving a binding relation and a quantificational adverb.
Then, building on the universal analysis, I argue that -to is a propositional universal quan-
tifier and the wh-item denotes a set of alternatives.
3.1 The scalar analysis and its counterexamples
3.1.1 The scalar analysis: Lahiri (1998); Choi (2007)
Lahiri (1998) proposes a compositional analysis to Hindi NPIs, consisting of an existential
indefinite (e.g., koii ‘someone’) and a particle bhii ‘even/also’. Lahiri argues that the indefi-
nite denotes the weakest possible cardinal predicate, one. As for the particle bhii, he argues
that it forms a focus association with the indefinite and generates a set of focus-induced
alternatives of the indefinite that are other cardinality predicates { two, three, four, ...}. He
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further argues that bhii in NPIs is interpreted as ‘even’ and evokes an existential and a scalar
implicature in (139). (In (139), a stands for an assertion and C the set of the focus-induced
alternatives to a)
(139) Implicatures of bhiiLahiri (1998, pg.86)
a. Existential Implicature:
∃p [C(p) ∧ ∨p 6= ∧a]
b. Scalar Implicature:
∀p [C(p) ∧ p 6=∧a → likelihood(p) > likelihood(∧a)]
(139a) says that there is a focus alternative q, which is not identical to an assertion a but
is true in w. And (139b) says that an assertion is the least-likely alternative among its
focus-induced alternative set C.
Based on these semantic contribution of the indefinite and the focus particle bhii, Lahiri
provides a semantic account for NPI licensing environments, the downward entailing (DE)
environments. Under this analysis, an NPI without a DE operator is ruled out by implicature








(141) a. LF: [bhii C [one came ]]
b. a = ∃x[one(x)∧ x came]
c. C = {x ran: x ∈ R}
d. Existential Implicature:
∃x[x6= one ∧ x came]
e. Scalar Implicature:
∀x[x came→ likelihood(x number of people came)> likelihood(one person came)]
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The assertion of (140) is one person came as illustrated in (141b), and the focus-induced
alternatives C will be like {[one person came], [two people came], [three people came], etc.}
As illustrated in (141e), the particle bhii creates a scalar implicature that the assertion
one person came is the least likely among other focus induced alternatives in C. However,
according to Lahiri, the indefinite koii is the weakest possible cardinal predicate because it is
true of everything that exists. For instance, if x number of people ran, where x is bigger than
0, it will always be the case that one person ran. By virtue of being the weakest predicate
and being always true of everything exists, koii yields the most-likely implicature. Therefore,
the scalar implicature created by bhii is not compatible with the assertion. Lahiri proposes
that DE operators can ameliorate the implicature clash because they have the scale-reversing
property. For instance, in sentence (142), a DE operator negation is added. Under Lahiri’s












(143) a. LF: [bhii C [¬ [one came]]]
b. a = ¬∃x[one(x)∧ x came]
c. C = {x didn’t ran: x ∈ R}
d. Existential Implicature:
∃x[x6= one ∧ x didn’t come]
e. Scalar Implicature:
∀x[x didn’t come → likelihood(¬[x number of people came]) > likelihood(¬[one
person came])]
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With the presence of negation, the assertion of (142) is equivalent to no one came, which
is the strongest and hence the least-likely alternative alternatives in C. Note that if no one
came, then every member of { ¬[one came], ¬[two came], ¬[three came], etc.} is true. The
focus particle bhii evokes the scalar implicature in (142e) that the assertion is the least-likely
alternative among the members in C. This time, the scalar implicature generated by bhii is
compatible with the assertion. What this suggests is that the indefinite must be under the
scope of DE environment and the scalar operator has to appear outside of it.
Building on Lahiri, Choi (2007) proposes that in Korean wh-NPIs, a wh-item is an exis-
tential indefinite and the focus particle -to evokes the least-likely presupposition. Assuming
that the wh-item denotes the weakest possible portion some (against a few, many, every,
etc.), she proposes that the wh-item must appear within the scope of negation and that -to
should scope over negation in order to avoid presupposition clash (or implicature clash in
Lahiri (1998)).4 In the next section, we will see what predictions the scalar analysis makes
towards wh-NPIs in different syntactic environments and it will be argued that this analysis
cannot provide correct interpretations in some environments.
3.1.2 Arguments against the scalar analysis
Under the scalar analysis, the LF representation of a wh-NPI stay consistent regardless of
syntactic environments they appear. A wh-item has to appear under the scope of negation,
and -to should scope over negation.
(144) LF: [-to [Neg [wh]]]
Recall that in Korean, negation is located low and it does not usually scope over a
subject. In case of a subject non-split wh-NPIs as in (145), the scalar analysis will predict
4In Korean, wh-NPIs are only licensed by negation and other DE operators cannot license them. In order
to capture this, Choi (2007) argues that covert-to movement is clausal bound and cannot move across other
DE operators.
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that the wh-item undergoes reconstruction below negation in order to be compatible with
the scalar presupposition generated by -to. Assuming that the subject is base-generated
within vP and undergoes movement to spec, TP, the LF structure as in (144) can be derived
by interpreting the lower copy of wh-NPI within vP, which is located under the scope of


























In case of split wh-NPIs as in (133a), repeated in (147), negation always surfaces in a
c-commanding position of -to, so -to has to covertly move to some position that c-commands





‘I didn’t tell Tom that Mary ate any food.’
Tom-ekey 
Tom-Dat
[Mary-ka etten umsik-ul mek-ess-ta-ko-to
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So far, nothing seems to be problematic with the analysis. However, when a binding
relation and a quantificational adverbs are involved, the scalar analysis cannot correctly


















‘lit. any studenti seemed to hisi teacher not to come on time.
Under the scalar analysis, just as in (145), the wh-phrase etten haksayng ‘which student’ will 
undergo reconstruction to the vP of the embedded clause in order to be interpreted under 
the scope of negation; -to may be interpreted where it surfaces in the matrix clause, which 
is outside the scope of negation.
(149) Assumed LF structure of (148)
[[etten haksayng-toi] kui/cakii-ui sensayngnim-ekey [etten haksayng cengsi-e 
o.ci anh-ul kes] kat-ass-ta.]
However, as already argued in Chapter 2, the wh-NPI has to be interpreted in the matrix 
clause where it can c-command the pronoun in order to have the bound reading. Since 
wh-NPIs are interpreted compositionally, one may argue that -to in the matrix clause is 
somehow in charge of a binding relation. However, under the scalar analysis, -to is analyzed 
as a propositional operator, which does not quantify over an individual. This leaves a wh- 
item to be the binder, but it will be interpreted within the embedded clause under the scope 
of negation by virtue of being an existential, whereas for binding, it has to appear in the 
matrix clause, which is outside the scope of negation. Since can neither -to nor the wh-item 
be a binder, the bound reading in (148) is left unaccounted for under the scalar analysis.
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The second evidence against the scalar analysis comes from its limited prediction on the

















‘For every student x, it is mostly the case that x didn’t go outside.’ (NPI >















‘For every student, it was mostly the case that she or he did not eat breakfast
during vacation.’ (NPI > mostly > ¬)
In (150), the wh-NPIs are interpreted outside the scope of negation and have wide-scope
with respect to the quantificational adverbs, taypwupwun-ui kyeongwu and taykay. The
scalar analysis cannot predict the presence of this interpretation. I will first provide the
predicted readings for (150a) by the scalar analysis as an example.
Recall that this quantificational adverb takes scope over negation but not vice versa.
Then, the sentence in (150a) will have the following LF structure and assertion:
(151) a. Hypothetical LF of (150a) : [-to [C [mostly [¬ [some student went outside]]]]]
b. a = [mostly [¬ [some student went outside]]]
Assuming that taypwupwun-ui kyeongwu denotes more than 50%, the assertion in (151b)
will be true if more than 50% of the times, no student went outside. Suppose that in our
context, we have only 6 days and 4 people. The minimum truth condition for (151a) will
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be as illustrated in (152), where at least 4 days out of 6, no student went outside. (Days
are represented in columns with arabic numbers and students are represented in rows with
alphabets. The event of a student not going out is marked with no. The highlighted part in
the table indicates the days that no student went outside.)
(152) Minimum truth condition for (151a)
1 2 3 4 5 6
A no no no no
B no no no no
C no no no no
D no no no no
However, the sentence (150a) covers a wider range of situations than what is represented
in (152). As long as each student didn’t go outside at least 4 times as visualized in (153),
the sentence will be true, which is equivalent to ∀ > mostly > ¬. If the sentence had the
LF representation in (151a), it would be predicted to be false in a situation like (153) since
there were only two days – day 3 and day 4 – that no student went outside, which is less
than 50%.
(153) Minimum truth condition for (150b)
1 2 3 4 5 6
A no no no no
B no no no no
C no no no no
D no no no no
The fact that the LF representation in (151a) cannot correctly capture the interpretation
of the sentence in (150b) suggests that the scalar analysis –-to corresponds to ‘even’ and the
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wh-item is an existential indefinite – may not be the right analysis to Korean wh-NPIs. In the
next section, I will provide an alternative analysis based on Shimoyama (2006) who argues
that -to carries universal quantificational force and the wh-item denotes a set of alternatives
without any scalar meaning.
3.2 A universal analysis to wh-NPIs
Wh-mo in Japanese and wh--to in Korean have many commonalities: both of them 1)
consist of a wh-item and a particle meaning ‘also’ or ‘even’, 2) have an NPI usage, and
3) have universal quantification. In this section, extending Shimoyama’s analysis of wh-mo
construction in Japanese, I argue that -to carries universal quantification force. Moreover,
following Beck (2006), I argue that the wh-item of wh-NPI denotes a set of focus-induced
alternatives. After providing the semantics of -to and wh-items, it will be shown that this
analysis correctly captures the interpretations of (148) and (150) that the scalar analysis
could not account for.
3.2.1 The semantics of wh-items
Following recent work on the semantics of wh-items, I will argue the wh-item of a split wh-
NPI denotes a set of alternatives (Hamblin, 1973; Ramchand, 1997; Beck, 2006; Shimoyama,
2006) and it is semantically deficient in that its meaning can only be interpreted by a particle
that it is associated with (Ramchand, 1997; Beck, 2006; Cable, 2010).
Hamblin (1973) proposes that wh-interrogative pronouns denote a set of possible answers.
For example, who will denote a set of persons {Mary, Tom, Amy, etc.}. Extending this to
wh-indeterminates, Shimoyama (2006) argues that wh-items in Japanese denote a set of
alternatives. (Possible worlds are omitted for simplicity.)
(154) JwhoKg = {x∈ De: person(x)}
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Generating a set of alternatives is not unique to wh-items. Rooth (1985) proposes that a
focus triggers a set of alternatives. He argues that a sentence has a focus semantic value as
well as an ordinary semantic value. The focus semantic value is attainable by substituting
a focused phrase with its focus-induced alternative individuals that have the same semantic
type as the focused phrase, and the ordinary semantic value can be attained by the statement
itself. For instance, the sentence in (155a) has the ordinary semantic value that Mary
likes Jane, which is available by the statement. And the focus semantic value is a set of
propositions of the form “Mary likes x”, where x can be filled with a member of a set of
individuals of the same type as the focused phrase Jane. If there are three individuals, Tom,
Jane, and Richard, in the context. the focus semantic value of the sentence will be {[Mary
likes Tom], [Mary likes Jane], [Mary likes Richard]}.
(155) a. Mary likes [Jane]F
b. JMary likes [Jane]F Ko = λw[Mary likes Jane in w]
c. JMary likes [Jane]F KF = {h: h ∈ λw[Mary likes x in w] | x∈ person}
Noticing that both wh-items and focus may yield a set of alternatives, Ramchand (1997)
and Beck (2006) propose that the wh-items of wh-questions are inherently focused and only
have the focus semantic values. The proposed semantic values of who are illustrated in (156)
as an example.
(156) a. JwhoKo = undefined
b. JwhoKF = {x: x ∈human}
Building on Ramchand (1997); Beck (2006), I argue that the wh-item of a wh-NPI is also
inherently focused and has the focus semantic value only. This proposal can be independently
supported by the prosody fact introduced in Section 4 of Chapter 3 that wh-items and focused
phrases display the same prosodic pattern that they initiates an ip and their following APs
display dephrasing.
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3.2.2 The semantics of -to
In Japanese, a wh-item and a particle mo meaning ‘also’ or ‘even’ behave as a wh-NPI, wh-
universal quantifiers or wh-Free Choice Items. Focusing on the universal usage, Shimoyama
(2006) proposes that the particle mo contributes to universal quantification and takes its
sister as its restrictor. The denotation of -to is provided in (157).
(157) For JαKg ⊆ De,
Jα moKg = {λP∀x[x∈JαKg → P(x) = 1]}
Inspired by the semantics for mo, I argue that the focus particle -to carries the universal
quantificational force. However, the denotation of -to departs from mo in that -to takes a
set of proposition as its alternatives instead of a set of individuals. -to will then map every
member of the set into ‘true’ as illustrated in (158). That is, -to is a propositional universal
quantifier.
(158) For JαKF ⊆ D<s,t>,
Jα -toKo,g = λw∀p[p∈ JαKF,g → p(w) = 1]
Jα -toKF,g = {λw∀p[p∈ JαKF,g → p(w) = 1]}
This modification is necessary for -to because it can take a propositional argument, while
















‘I didn’t tell Tom that Mary ate any food.’ (Korean)
5In (159b) mo is glossed as ‘every’ following Takahashi (2002, p.582)















‘lit. Taroo thinks every that Hanako loves a person.’ (Japanese)
Moreover, Shimoyama argues that in Japanese wh-mo universal construction, no covert
movement is needed. However, as illustrated in (159a), negation scopes over -to. Given
that -to has universal quantification, it has to move to a matrix clause at LF in order to
scope over negation. Without this covert operation, -to will be captured under the scope
of negation and yield an unwanted partial negation reading (¬ > ∀). Then, where would
-to land? There are two propositional positions in the matrix clause, vP and CP. We can
predict the landing site of -to using intervention effects that the wh-NPI reading becomes
unavailable when an intervener appears between a wh-item and -to at LF. Suppose that -to
is moved all the way to the matrix CP level in (159a) at LF and an intervener is planted
between vP and CP. If an intervention effect emerges, it will suggest that -to is at CP layer.
On the other hand, if no intervention effect is observed, it will suggest that -to has moved
to vP instead. The following example in (160) suggests that the latter hypothesis may be
correct. The subject of the matrix clause na is marked with the intervener -man ‘only’,
but the NPI reading is still available. If -to were at the matrix CP layer as illustrated in
(160b), -man would have caused an intervention effect and the NPI reading would have been
unavailable.




‘It was only me who didn’t tell Tom that Mary ate any food.’
b. Hypothetical LF structure for (160a)
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This leaves -to will lands at vP in (159) as illustrated below:
(161) Assumed LF structure for (159a):
[vP -to ... [Neg ... [CP1 -to ... [ wh ... ] ]]]
However, -to seems not always move to vP. In case of non-split wh-NPIs as in (122), repeated







‘no one met Mary.’
b. Assumed LF representation for (162a):
[CP -to ... [wh-to ... [Neg]]]
Based on these cases, I assume that -to covertly moves to the closest propositional level
c-commanding negation.
Note that the assumed LF structure in (162b) looks identical to the one predicted by the
scalar analysis. The wh-item is interpreted under the scope of negation and -to outside of
it. However, as observed in (161-162b ), under the universal analysis, the relative location
of a wh-item with respect to negation is not fixed because the wh-item does not have any
quantificational force. It is -to that carries quantificational force. Under the scalar analysis,
on the other hand, the wh-item is must be interpreted under the scope of negation by virtue of
being an existential indefinite. In the upcoming section, it will be shown that this difference
will allow the universal analysis to correctly capture the data discussed in Section 3.1.2 that
the scalar analysis could not capture.
5Interestingly, mo with an NPI usage can appear right after a complementizer as illustrated in (i). (mo















‘lit. Taroo does not think any that Hanako loves a person.’
anh-ass-ta
Neg-Past-Decl
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3.2.3 Semantic composition of wh-NPIs
With the denotations of wh-items and -to provided in the previous sections, this section
addresses the semantic composition of wh-NPI constructions.
We begin by introducing Functional Application (FA) on both ordinary and focus seman-
tic values. Following recent work on the semantics of focus and wh-items, I assume that in
focus semantic level, FA takes place in a point-wise manner (Rooth, 1985, 1996; Shimoyama,
2006; Cable, 2010; Kratzer and Shimoyama, 2017). (163-164) describe semi-formal FA rules
applying on ordinary semantic values and focus semantic values respectively.
(163) Functional Application at the ordinary semantic level:
If γ is a branding node with daughters α and β, and JαKo ∈ Dσ JβKo ∈ D<στ>,
then JγKo = JβKo(JαKo).
(164) Functional Application at the focus semantic level:6
If γ is a branding node with daughters α and β, and JαKF ⊆ Dσ JβKF ⊆ D<στ>,
then JγKF = {f(x) ∈ Dτ : f ∈ JβKF & x ∈ JαKF}.
According to the FA at the focus semantic level, each member of a set of functions JβKF in
(164) is applied to each member of its argument JαKF , yielding a bigger set of alternatives.
As for a semantic unit which is not focused, its focus value is assumed to denote a singleton
set consisting of its ordinary semantic value (Rooth, 1985, 1996). Based on the semantic
compositional rule (163-164), the following provides an informal semantic composition of a
non-split wh-NPI construction. (Case markers and tense markers are omitted for simplicity.)
(165) Non-split wh-NPI construction
The denotation of -to may be extended to mo with the NPI usage. It will be ideal to provide a uniform
account for mo in Japanese, but it is beyond the scope of this dissertation, and I will leave it for future
research.
6This definition is adopted from Shimoyama (2006) with some modification upon the adoption of two tier
semantics of Rooth (1985, 1996)
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J[-to [nwukwu [chwumchwu.ci anh]]]Ko,g = (by (166a))
λw∀p[p∈J[nwukwu [chwumchwu.ci anh]]KF,g → = (by (164))p(w) = 1]
λw∀p[p∈{f(x): f∈J[chwumchwu.ci anh]KF & x∈JnwukwuKF ]} → = (by (166)b)p(w) = 1]
λw∀p[p∈{f(x): f∈J[chwumchwu.ci anh]KF & x∈{y: y ∈human}]} → = (byp(w) = 1]
Identity)
λw∀p[p∈{f(x): f∈J[chwumchwu.ci anh]KF & x∈{Mary, Tom, Jane, ...}]} → p(w) = 1] = (by
Identity)
λw∀p[p∈{J[chwumchwu.ci anh]Ko(Mary), J[chwumchwu.ci anh]Ko(Tom), J[chwumchwu.ci
anh]Ko(Jane), ... } → p(w) = 1] = (by (166c))
λw∀p[p∈{λxλw′[x not dance in w′](Mary), λxλw′[x not dance in w′](Tom),λxλw′[x not
dance in w′](Jane), ... } → p(w) = 1] = (by λ-conversion)
λw∀p[p∈{λw′[Mary not dance in w′], λw′[Tom not dance in w′], λw′[Jane not dance in w′]
... } → p(w) = 1]
Based on the composition above, (165) will denote that every proposition p in the set
{λw′[Mary not dance in w′], λw′[Jane not dance in w′], λw′[Robert not dance in w′], ...}
will be mapped to “true” in a given world w. This is equivalent to the desired reading that
nobody danced in w.
nwukwu-to chwumchwu.ci anh-ass-ta.
who-mo      dance               Neg-Past-Decl
‘no one danced’
(166) Semantic Composition for (165)
a. Jα -toKo,g = λw∀p<s,t>[p∈JαKF,g → p(w) = 1]
b. JnwukwuKF = {x: x ∈human}
c. Jchwumchwu.ci anhKo = λxλw′[x not dance in w′]
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Now, let us look at the semantic composition of a split wh-NPI construction. Recall that
the situation of split wh-NPIs is a little more complex than that of non-split wh-NPIs. In a
split wh-NPI as in (167), negation c-commands -to at narrow syntax, which has a universal
quantificational force. Without any covert operation, -to will be captured under the scope











‘I didn’t tell that anyone ran.’
In order to get around this problem, in the previous section, it was proposed that -to covertly
moved out of the scope of negation, as illustrated in (161), repeated below:
(168) Schematic LF of (167):
[vP -to ... [Neg ... [CP1 -to ... [ wh ... ]]]]
Given this LF representation, the semantic composition of the split wh-NPI construction
(167) will be as follows: (Case markers, complementizers, and tense markers are omitted for
ease of exposition.)
(169) Semantic Composition for (167)
a. Jα -toKo,g = λw∀p<s,t>[p∈JαKF,g → p(w) = 1]
b. JnaKF= {I}
c. Jmalha.ci anhKF = {λp<s,t>λxλw′′[ x not say p in w′′]}
d. JnwukwuKF = {x: x ∈human}
e. JttuiKF = {λxλw′[x run in w′]}
J[-to [na [[nwukwu ttui] malha.ci anh]]]Ko,g = (by (169a))
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈J[na [[nwukwu ttui] malha.ci anh]]KF,g → p(w) = 1] = (by multiple
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applications of (164))
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈{f(x): f∈{h(y): h∈Jmalha.ci anhKF & y∈{k(j): k ∈ JttuiKF & j ∈ JnwukwuKF}}
& x ∈ JnaKF} → p(w) = 1] = (by (169))
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈{f(x): f∈{h(y): h∈{λp<s,t>λxλw′′[ x not say p in w′′]} & y∈{k(j): k ∈
{λxλw′[x run in w′]} & j∈{x: x ∈human}}} & x ∈ {I}} → p(w) = 1] = (by Identity)
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈{f(x): f∈{h(y): h∈{λp<s,t>λxλw′′[ x not say p in w′′]} & y∈{k(j): k ∈
{λxλw′[x run in w′]} & j∈{Mary, Tom, ...}}} & x ∈ {I}} → p(w) = 1] = (by λ-conversion)
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈{λw′′[ I not say λw′[Mary run in w′] in w′′], λw′′[ I not say λw′[Tom run in w′]
in w′′], ...} → p(w) = 1]
According to the composition above, (167) will say that every member of the set h, h =
{λw′′[I didn’t say that Mary ran in w′′], λw′′[I didn’t say that Jane ran in w′′], ...}, is
mapped to “true” in a given world w. This is equivalent to the meaning that “I didn’t say
that anyone ran” in w, which is the desired reading for the sentence.
3.2.4 Back to argument against the scalar analysis
In Section 3.1.2, it was argued that the scalar analysis could not correctly capture a binding
relation with a wh-NPI and a relative scope relation between a wh-NPI and a quantifica-
tional adverb. The relevant examples are repeated in (170-171). In this section, it will be


















‘lit. any studenti seemed to hisi teacher not to come on time.
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(171)
(172) Predicate Abstraction:
For an abstractor index i, Ji βKg = λxe.JβKg[x/i]
PA allows a bound pronoun to be interpreted with respect to an argument fed to saturate
a predicate containing an abstractor index. This rule, however, cannot be directly used
for the binding relation observed in (170). Note that assuming the LF presentation (173)
for (170), the wh-phrase and its bound pronoun are embedded within the sister of -to.
This means that the bound reading will be attained at the focus semantic level given the
denotation for -to in (157); hence we need PA that can apply on focus semantic values.
However, the regular PA in (172) applies on ordinary semantic values.
(173) LF structure for (170):
[-to [etten haksayngi i [kui/cakii-ui sensayngnim-ekey [[ti cengsi-e o.ci anh-ul kes]
kat-ass-ta]]]]
We may extend the regular PA rule and have something like below, but it causes type-
mismatch (Shan, 2004).
(174) Hypothetical Predicate Abstraction:















‘For every student x, it is mostly the case that x didn’t go outside.’
  Before addressing the semantic composition of these sentences, I will provide a generaliza- 
tion about Predicate Abstraction (PA) applying on focus semantic values. Variable binding 
is commonly captured by Predicate Abstraction (PA) described in (172).
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Consider (175) as an example, where focus semantic composition is concerned. Note that
the hypothetical PA in (174) yields a function into sets (i.e., < e < t, t >>), which is
highlighted. However, JnobodyKF denotes a set of functions (i.e., <<<< e, t > t >, t > ),
Since the semantic type that JnobodyKF requires as its argument does not match with that
of its sister Ji who lovesKF , the two cannot be combined in a point-wise fashion.
(175) who loves nobodyF
???
nobodyF<<<<e,t>t>,t> < e < t, t >>
i < t, t >
whoF<e,t> FA:<< e, t >, t >
lovesF<<e<e,t>>,t> tF i<e,t>
Instead of directly using the regular PA rule (due to the reason just discussed), I will
use the following generalization about Predicate Abstraction in (176) in order to capture the
binding relation in (170).
(176) Generalization about Predicate Abstraction:
If JβKF is a singleton set, then Ji βKF = {λxe.JβKo,g[x/i]}
This generalization can be derived from a commonly accepted assumption that a focus
semantic value of a non-focused phrase denotes a singleton set consisting of its own ordinary
semantic value (Rooth, 1985, 1996). For example, JMaryKF denotes {JMaryKo}.
(177) If α is a singleton set, JαKF,g = {JαKo,g}
Therefore, if a sister of the abstractor index is a singleton set, the following will hold:
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(178) If XP is a singleton set,
Ji XPKF,g = (by (177) )
{Ji XPKo,g} = (by 172)
{λxe.JXPKo,g[x/i]}
Based on the rules and denotations provided so far, I will provide the semantic com-
position for (170) with the anaphoric pronoun caki. It will be shown that the pronoun is
bound by each member of a set of individuals generated by the wh-phrase. (Again, for ease
of exposition, case markers, tenses, and complementizers are omitted).
(179) Semantic Composition for (170)
a. Jα -toKo,g = λw∀p<s,t>[p∈[[α]]F,g → p(w) = 1]
b. Jetten haksayngKF,g = {x: x∈student}
c. Jcakii-ui sensayngnimKo,g = i’s teacher
d. Jcengsi-e o.ci anhKo,g = λxλw′[x not come on time in w′]
e. JkatKo,g = λp<s,t>λyλw′′[it seems to y p(w′′) = 1 in w′′]
J[-to [etten haksayngi [ i [cakii-ui sensayngnim [[ti [cengsi-e o.ci anh]] kat]]]]]Ko,g = (by
(179a))
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈ J[etten haksayngi [ i [cakii-ui sensayngnim [[ti cengsi-e o.ci anh] kat]]]]KF,g →
p(w) = 1] (by (164))
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈ {f(x): f ∈ J[ i [cakii-ui sensayngnim [[ti cengsi-e o.ci anh] kat]]]KF,g & x ∈
Jetten haksayngiKF,g]} → p(w) = 1] (by (176))
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈ {f(x): f ∈ {λxJ[cakii-ui sensayngnim [[ti cengsi-e o.ci anh] kat]]]Ko,g[x/i]} & x
∈ Jetten haksayngiKF,g]} → p(w) = 1] (by (179b))
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈ {f(x): f ∈ {λxJ[cakii-ui sensayngnim [[ti cengsi-e o.ci anh] kat]]]Ko,g[x/i]} & x
∈ {y: y∈student}]} → p(w) = 1] (by Identity)
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λw∀p<s,t>[p∈ {f(x): f ∈ {λxJ[cakii-ui sensayngnim [[ti cengsi-e o.ci anh] kat]]]Ko,g[x/i]} & x
∈ {Mary, Tom, ...}]} → p(w) = 1] (by λ-conversion)
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈ {J[cakii-ui sensayngnim [[ti cengsi-e o.ci anh] kat]]]Ko,g[Mary/i], J[cakii-ui
sensayngnim [[ti cengsi-e o.ci anh] kat]]]Ko,g[Tom/i], ...}] → p(w) = 1] (by standard rules)
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈ {λw′′[it seems to Mary’s teacher that Mary not come on time in w′′], λw′′[it
seems to Tom’s teacher that Tom not come on time in w′′], ...} → p(w) = 1]
According to the semantic composition above, the sentence in question will have the reading
that all the propositions in the set h = {[it seems to Mary’s teacher that Mary will not come
on time], [it seems to Tom’s teacher that Tom will not come on time], ... } are mapped
to “true” in w. This is equivalent to saying that ‘no student seems to be smart to his/her
teacher in w’.
The crucial aspect allowing the bound reading in (179) is that the wh-item can be inter-
preted in its landing site by virtue of not having its own quantificational force. By virtue
of interpreting the upper the wh-item in the matrix clause, the abstractor index created by
subject raising enabled the bound pronoun to be interpreted with respect to the member of
Jetten haksayngKF,g.
Now let us consider (171), repeated in (180). For simplicity, I assume a naive denotation
for Jtaypwupwun-ui kyeongwuKo that takes a proposition and map it to “true” in w iff more

















‘For every student x, it is mostly the case that x didn’t go outside.’
Semantic Composition for (180)
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a. Jα -toKo,g = λw∀p<s,t>[p∈[[α]]F,g → p(w) = 1]
b. Jtaypwupwun-ui kyeongwuKo,g = λp<s,t>λw′[ more than 50% of the times,
p(w′) = 1]
c. Jetten haksayngKF,g = {x: x∈student}
d. Jcip pakk-e naka.ci anhKo,g =λxλw′′[x not go outside in w′′]
J[-to [taypwupwun-ui kyeongwu [etten haksayng [cip pakk-e naka.ci anh]]]]Ko,g (181a)
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈J[etten haksayng [cip pakk-e naka.ci anh]]]KF,g → p(w) = 1] (by multiple
applications of (164))
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈{f(x): f ∈ Jtaypwupwun-ui kyeongwuKF,g & x ∈ J[etten haksayng [cip pakk-e
naka.ci anh]]]KF,g]} → p(w) = 1] (by multiple applications of (164))
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈{f(x): f ∈ Jtaypwupwun-ui kyeongwuKF,g & x ∈ {h(y): h ∈ Jcip pakk-e naka.ci
anhKF,g & y ∈ Jetten haksayngKF,g}} → p(w) = 1] (by (181c))
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈{f(x): f ∈ Jtaypwupwun-ui kyeongwuKF,g & x ∈ {h(y): h ∈ Jcip pakk-e naka.ci
anhKF,g & y ∈ {y: y∈student}}} → p(w) = 1] (by Identity)
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈{f(x): f ∈ Jtaypwupwun-ui kyeongwuKF,g & x ∈ {h(y): h ∈ Jcip pakk-e naka.ci
anhKF,g & y ∈ {Mary, Tom, ..}}} → p(w) = 1] (by Identity)
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈{Jtaypwupwun-ui kyeongwuKo,g(Jcip pakk-e naka.ci anhKo,g(Mary)),
Jtaypwupwun-ui kyeongwuKo,g(Jcip pakk-e naka.ci anhKo,g(Tom)), ...} → p(w) = 1]
(by (181b,d), λ-conversion)
λw∀p<s,t>[p∈{λw′[more than 50% of the times, Mary not go outside in w′], λw′[more than
50% of the times, Tom not go outside in w′], ...} → p(w) = 1]
Based the composition provided above, (180) has the reading that more than 50% of the
times, each student did not go out in w. This matches the desired scope configuration for
the sentence (180), ∀ > mostly> ¬.
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In this Chapter, the semantics of wh-NPIs has been investigated. Based on the presence
of intervention effects, we first established that the wh-item and -to in split wh-NPIs do not
need to form a local relation at LF. This conclusion led us to pursue a compositional analysis
to wh-NPIs, where a wh-item and -to individually contribute to the meaning of a wh-NPI.
We further argued that the universal quantificational force of wh-NPIs was provided by -to,
which is analyzed as a propositional universal quantifier, building on Shimoyama (2006).
In addition, it was argued that wh-items were inherently focused and denoted a set of
individuals. Under this analysis, the wh-item does not have quantificational force; therefore,
its relative scope with respect to negation is not fixed. This property of wh-items correctly
captured a binding relation and a scope interaction between wh-NPIs and quantificational
adverbs.
In Chapter 3, it was proposed that long-distance dependency observed in split wh-NPIs
was attained via movement of -to. And in this Chapter, it was shown that the wh-item and -
to can be interpreted together without forming a local relation at LF. Taking these arguments
as baselines, in the next chapter, we will discuss long-distance dependency involved in Korean
wh-questions through the lens of split wh-NPIs.
Chapter 5
Implications for wh-questions
1 Introduction and chapter outline
Wh-questions in Korean consist of a wh-in-situ item and a question particle that optionally
appears as an empty category while maintaining wh-question prosody. This wh-construction
displays similar behavior to split wh-NPIs. The wh-item and the question particle surface
non-locally but they can be interpreted together, yielding the wh-question reading. However,
the wh-item and the question particle can also be interpreted individually as a wh-indefinite
and a yes/no question particle. When the question particle is realized phonologically empty,
the sentence can either be interpreted as a declarative sentence or a (182) is an example
of a wh-item with an overt question particle and (183) without it. This is reminiscent of
the discontinuous wh-to string that can either receive the NPI reading or be interpreted







i. ‘Who did Mary meet?’ (wh-question reading)
ii. ‘Did Mary meet someone?’ (wh-indefinite reading)
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i. ‘Who did Mary meet?’ (wh-question reading)
ii. ‘Did Mary meet someone?’ (wh-indefinite reading)
iii. ‘Mary met someone’ (wh-indefinite reading)
This semantic ambiguity suggests that mere cooccurrence of the wh-item and the question
particle does not yield a wh-question. An association must be formed between them. In wh-
movement languages like English (a single wh-question), the established association is easily
captured in the form of a local relation between the wh-item and interrogative C as in
(184a). If the wh-item stays in situ as in (184b), the sentence can only be interpreted as an
echo-question.
(184) a. Whoi does Mary like ti?
b. * [C Mary likes who]?
In wh-in-situ languages like Korean, how the wh-item and the question particle (or an
interrogative C) are associated has been the subject of debate due to the absence of overt
dependency between them.
There are two major approaches to how the wh-in-situ are interpreted: 1) the movement
approach (Huang, 1982; Nishigauchi, 1990; Hagstrom, 1998), 2) the in-situ approach (Rein-
hart, 1998; Beck, 2006; Shimoyama, 2006). Under the movement approach, the wh-item and
the question particle (or the question particle and an interrogative C in Hagstrom (1998))
must form a local relation at some point of derivation. This requires movement either at the
narrow syntax or at LF depending on theories of what moves. Under the in-situ approach,
the wh-item semantically forms a relation with the interrogative C without resorting to any
kind of movement at any level.
The research on wh-in-situ items has been heavily focused on wh-questions. Although
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the research has been progressed, the debate of how wh-in-situ items form an association
with interrogative C remains to be settled. This chapter aims to provide a new angle of
looking at this topic by comparing Korean wh-questions with split wh-NPIs.
I will start this chapter by applying to Korean wh-questions the diagnostic tests used
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 – island effects and Intervention effects, both of which can
show involvement of movement. Then, I will review the existing approaches to the in-situ
wh-questions, centering on their attempts to account for these effects, and conclude that
considering the wh-questions alone cannot tease apart which approach is on the right track.
Finally, I propose that comparison between the wh-NPIs and wh-questions tells us that the
wh-questions in Korean can be best analyzed by the in-situ approach.
2 Properties of wh-questions
2.1 Island effects
Wh-questions display different island behavior from split wh-NPIs and relativization. The
wh-questions are not sensitive to most of the island environments except for a wh-island,
as illustrated in (185), where a wh-item is located inside the island environments and the
question particle -ni is located outside of them.
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‘Which person x is such that Mary got angry because x came?’













‘Who is the person x such that Mary stole the present that Tom gave x?’



























‘Who is the person x such that John ask that Mary met x?’
In (185a), the wh-item in the right conjunct successfully forms an association with the ques-
tion particle outside the coordinate construction. In (185b), the wh-item within the adjunct
clause headed by ttaymwune ‘because’ is associated with the question particle in the matrix
clause, yielding the wh-interrogative reading. (185c-d) also show that a wh-interrogative can
be formed across complex NP/DP boundaries. However, as we already discussed in Chapter
3, the complex NP/DP environments may not be islands in Korean, so (185c-d) will not tell
us much about the island sensitivity of wh-questions. Unlike these environments, a wh-item
within a wh-island cannot be associated with a question particle outside of the island as
illustrated in (185e).
As just observed, Korean wh-questions display inconsistent island behavior. The island
insensitivity observed in the coordinate structure and adjunct island seems to suggest that
pat-ass-ta-nun
receive-Past-Decl-Adn
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Korean wh-questions do not involve any movement. However, sensitivity to wh-islands pro-
vides support for the movement approach.
2.2 Intervention effects
In Chapter 4, we already observed that Korean wh-questions are susceptible to intervention
effects. An intervener (e.g., focus) cannot appear between the wh-item and the interrogative






*‘Who did only Mary meet?’









*‘Who did no one meet?’















‘Who did nobody meet?’
Recall that the presence of intervention effects suggests that the wh-item and the ques-
tion particle are without a local relation at LF. If the wh-item covertly moved to C in order
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to form a local relation in (186), the LF representation of each sentence would be like (187),
and wh-questions in (186) would not display intervention effects contrary to fact. I will take
the susceptibility to intervention effects to suggest that covert wh-movement is not involved
in Korean wh-questions.
Theories on wh-in-situ questions have been developed with efforts to capture these syn-
tactic and semantic constraints. In next section, I will review major existing analyses and
show that considering wh-questions alone cannot tease apart what analysis is on the right
track.
3 Previous approaches
There are two representative approaches to wh-in-situ questions: the movement approach
and the in-situ approach. The movement approach is built upon the assumption that a
local relation is required to form an association, and movement mediates the right structural
configuration. There are a few analyses under the movement approach depending on the
theories of what moves. Huang (1982) and Nishigauchi (1990) argue that the wh-item
covertly moves and form a local relation with the interrogative C, establishing a local relation
at LF. On the other hand, Hagstrom (1998) argues for Japanese wh-questions that the
question particle is base-generated with the wh-item and moves to the interrogative C with
the assumption that the locality requirement is imposed on the relation between the question
particle and C.
Under the in-situ approach, Shimoyama (2006) argues that the wh-item and the question
particle (or the interrogative C) can be associated non-locally via semantic composition
without needing to invoke any types of movement. This section reviews each approach,
focusing on attempts to capture the island and intervention effects.
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3.1 The movement approach
3.1.1 A covert wh-movement analysis
Huang (1982) proposes that wh-in-situ languages involve wh-movement just like wh-
movement languages but the movement is covert. One of the challenges to this analysis
is to explain the island insensitivity shown in Section 2.1. Huang posits that the constraints
responsible for island effects apply only to surface forms, not LF; hence, covert movement
is free from such constraints. On the other hand, Nishigauchi (1990), assuming that island
boundaries are active even at LFs, proposes a massive pied-piping operation at LF to capture
island insensitivity
Although the covert wh-movement analysis may capture the island-insensitive cases with
extra assumptions, it cannot account for intervention effects in (186). Beck (1996) attempts
to capture them under the covert wh-movement analysis by proposing that interveners create
LF-islands, which block a wh-item within the scope of an intervener from forming a local
relation with interrogative C.
However, according to Pesetsky (2000), interveners do not block covert wh-movement.
Instead, he argues for the opposite that cover wh-movement can ameliorate intervention
effects just like overt scrambling does in Korean. He reaches this conclusion based on the
fact that in English, intervention effects are observed in superiority-violating wh-questions,
where a wh-item that overtly moves originates lower in a tree than the in-situ wh-item, but
not in superiority-obeying questions, where a higher wh-item overtly moves. Pesetsky(2000)
reports that to some native English speakers, intervention effects are manifested as lack of
a pair-list reading instead of blocking the interrogative reading altogether. Take (188) as
an example, where negation serves as an intervener. Pesetsky reports that native English
speakers judge (188a), a superiority-violating sentence, to be either ungrammatical or to
lack the pair list reading. Hence, one may answer the question with ‘Mary didn’t read Great
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Expectations’, but cannot answer that with ‘Mary didn’t read Great Expectations, Sally
didn’t read A tail of Two Cities, Robert didn’t read The Grapes of Wrath, ...’. However,
Pesetsky argues that the latter answer is possible for the superiority obeying question in
(188b).
(188) a. * [Which booki [ C did n’t which person read ti]]?
b. [Which personi [ C ti did n’t read which book]]? (Pesetsky, 2000)
If the intervener n’t created LF islands as Beck (1996) argues, it should do so uniformly
regardless of which wh-item underwent movement, causing intervention effects to both sen-
tences in (188), contrary to fact. That is, if n’t blocked movement of which person in (188a)
by creating an LF island and prevented the wh-phrase from forming a local relation with C,
in (188b) the same n’t would block which book from forming a local relation with C as well.
However, (188b) does not display an intervention effect, as already mentioned. (189) illus-
trates the hypothetical LF structures of the sentences in (188) under Beck’s (1996) analysis.
(Only covert operations are specified. The dotted line indicates failed movement and the
solid line successful movement).
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Assuming that what interveners do at LF is the same across languages, I will take the contrast
in (188) to suggest that interveners do not create LF-islands. Pesetsky (2000) argues that
intervention effects take place when a wh-item is located under the scope of an intervener at
LF. He accounts for the contrast in (188) by arguing that in the superiority obeying sentence
(188b), the lower wh-phrase which book covertly moves across the intervener, which allows
the wh-item to be interpreted outside the scope of the intervener; in the superiority-violating
sentence (188a), however, the higher wh-phrase which person is stays in situ under the scope
of the intervener at LF. That is, covert movement rescues a wh-item from being trapped
under the scope of an intervener. Provided that Pesetsky (2000) is correct, it will suggest
that in Korean, wh-items do not covertly move, where a wh-item within the scope of an
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intervener always induces an intervention effect.
3.1.2 Particle movement analysis
Hagstrom (1998) proposes that in Japanese wh-questions, a wh-item and a question particle
are base-generated together, but the latter subsequently moves to an interrogative C at
narrow syntax with the assumption that a locality condition is imposed on the question
particle and the interrogative C. This proposal is guided by the fact that wh-questions and
wh-indefinites are marked with morphologically the same particle ka but differ in where it
surfaces. In wh-questions, the particle ka appears at the edge of a clause where it takes
scope, as in (190a). In wh-indefinites, however, the particle usually appears adjacent to the
















‘Someone bought books.’ (Kuroda, 1965, p.97)
Just like Japanese, Korean wh-indefinites and wh-questions share morphologically the
same particle -nka as in (191), so one may extend Hagstrom’s analysis to Korean wh-
questions.1 That is, one may argue that the wh-item and -nka are base-generated together







‘someone knocked the door.’
1The question particle in Korean surfaces with various morphological forms. The question particle -nka
sounds more archaic than other question particles, such as ni, an informal register.







‘who knocked the door?’
Under the particle movement analysis, however, the island insensitivity in (185), repeated
in (192), is puzzling. If the question particle is base-generated with the wh-item, in (185), it
will move out of the islands in order to form a local relation with interrogative C, which is
expected to cause island effects. Hagstrom (1998) introduces a new overt movement called
“migration”, which is immune to island effects, in order to capture the island insensitivity.2
He argues that the question particle first undergoes migration out of the islands, then it is
followed by island-sensitive particle movement.























‘Which person x is such that Mary got angry because x came?’













‘Who is the person x such that Mary stole the present that Tom gave x?’
Theoretically, adding an unusual operation is not desirable. However, with the addition,
this analysis provides a compensating theoretical benefit that it provides a uniform analysis
2Under Hagstrom’s theory, the complex NP environments are islands unlike what has been argued in this
proposal.
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to wh-indefinite and wh-question constructions. Therefore, without additional empirical
evidence, it will be too haste to reject this analysis. Now let us move on to the second
phenomenon that the particle movement analysis should capture, intervention effects.
According to Hagstrom, intervention effects are syntactic, resulting from “attract the
closest”. Assuming that interveners are syntactically the same category as the question
particle, he argues that in an intervention configuration, the closest target to the interrogative
C will be the intervener not the questione as illustrated in (193a). The interrogative C will
therefore attract the intervener, which is closer to it, according to attract the closest.
This will bar the question particle from forming the local relation with the interrogative C, so
the sentence becomes ungrammatical. Under this analysis, amelioration effects are captured
by positing that particle movement takes place after scrambling the wh-item and question
particle cluster across the intervener as described in (193b). (In (193), a dashed line refers
to an unavailable operation, and a solid line refers to a valid operation.)
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To sum up, the particle movement analysis can capture island insensitivity and interven-
tion effects. Although it has a theoretically undesirable aspect, in that a syntactic movement
immune to the island effects has to be stipulated, it can be compensated by the the benefit
of providing a uniform analysis for wh-questions and wh-indefinites. In the next section, we
will review an analysis under the in-situ approach proposed by Shimoyama (2006).
3.2 The in-situ approach
In Chapter 4, it was argued that the wh-item of a wh-NPI denotes a set of alternatives
and that its meaning is projected up to the structure until it encounters -to via point-wise
semantic composition, repeated below:
(194) Functional Application at the focus semantic level:
If γ is a branding node with daughters α and β, and JαKF ⊆ Dσ JβKF ⊆ D<στ>,
then JγKF = {f(x) ∈ Dτ : f ∈ JβKF & x ∈ JαKF}.
Shimoyama (2006) proposes a similar analysis to wh-constructions in Japanese. Assuming
that a wh-item denotes a set of alternatives, she argues that the wh-item and its associated
particle (i.e., a question particle and mo) can create semantic dependency via point-wise
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functional application, which renders movement surplus. To be specific, each member of a set
of alternatives generated by the wh-item undergoes functional application with each member
of its sister constituent in a point-wise fashion, yielding a set of alternatives of a bigger
semantic unit. This expansion will eventually allow the alternative set reading initiated by
the wh-item to reach the question particle. The question particle will then take the set of
alternatives as its argument and return a singleton set. According to Shimoyama (2006),
this is when the association between the wh-item and the question particle is formed. The







b. JnwukwuKF,g = {x: person(x)}
c. JchwumchwuKF,g = {λxλw[ dance (x)(w)]}
d. J[nwukwu [chwumchwu]]KF,g = (by (194))
{f(x): f ∈ JchwumchwuKF,g & x ∈ JnwukwuKF,g} = (by (195a))
{f(x): f ∈ {λxλw[dance (x)(w)]} & x ∈ {x: person(x)}} = (by Identity )
{f(x): f ∈ {λxλw[dance (x)(w)]} & x ∈ {Mary, Tom, ...} = (by λ-conversion )
{λw[dance (Mary)(w)], λw[dance (Tom)(w)], ...}
According to point-wise functional application (194), each member of the set generated by
nwukwu undergoes functional application with the singleton set predicate JchwumchwuKF,g,
yielding a set of propositions. Note that before the point-wise functional application (PFA)
has taken place, the wh-item alone denoted a set of alternatives. However, PFA, the set of
3Shimoyama(2006) does not posit two tier semantics that each word has its ordinary semantic value and
focus semantic value unlike what is proposed in Chapter 4 of this dissertation. Instead, she considers the
denotation of a wh-item, as a set of individuals, to be an ordinary semantic value.
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alternatives has expanded to a proposition level. The question particle will then take the
resulting set of propositions as its argument, which is the point that the wh-item and the
question particle form an association.
Under this in-situ analysis, the lack of island effects in (192) naturally follows because no
movement is required for establishing an association between the wh-item and the question
particle. However, this theory still has to capture the presence of the wh-island effect in











*‘Who is the person x such that John ask that Mary met x?’
Shimoyama proposes that the degradation observed in (196) is attributed to an intervention
effect. Under this analysis, the set of alternatives initiated by the wh-item nuwkwu will
encounter the embedded question particle -ci first. -to will then take the set as its argument
and return a singleton set; therefore, the set of alternatives triggered by the wh-item will
no longer be accessible to the matrix question particle -ni. To put it short, the meaning of
the wh-item is interpreted by the embedded question particle first, so it will only have the
embedded question reading. Since the degradation observed in the wh-island environment
can be captured without movement, (196) does not serve as a counter-example against the
in-situ approach.
Now let us consider the in-situ approach’s account for intervention effects in (186), re-
peated in (197).






*‘Who did only Mary met?’
‘Did only Mary met anyone?’









‘Who did nobody meet?’
One of the strengths of the in-situ analysis lies in its explanatory power for intervention
effects. Beck (2006) proposes that intervention effects are caused by alternative semantic
composition failure. As briefly discussed in Chapter 4, Beck assumes that wh-items are se-
mantically deficient and only have focus/alternative semantic values; however, their ordinary
semantic values are undefined. In addition, she posits that the question particle is the only
operator that does not require its argument to have an ordinary semantic value and that
other operators like a focus sensitive operator (e.g., only), require both the ordinary and
alternative semantic values.4 Therefore, the first operator that the meaning of the wh-item
encounters must be the question particle; otherwise, the semantic composition will fail.
(198) provides semantic composition of a wh-question displaying an intervention effect.
Note that the first operator that the wh-item encounters is a focus sensitive operator -man,
which needs both the ordinary and focus semantic values of its argument.
4In Chapter 4, I proposed that -to is a propositional universal quantifier and takes a set of alternatives
as its argument. Moreover, it was shown that split wh-NPIs are susceptible to intervention effects. Given
the analysis provided in Chapter 4 is correct, -to should be included in the same category as the question
particle. Cable (2010) also expands the inventory of this special operator by including every particle that is
associated with a wh-item.
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(198) Point-wise semantic composition for (197a)
Composition crash





alt:{λx.x meet Tom, λx.x meet Annie, λx.x meet Jane, ...}
ord:undefined







In this section, I have shown that both the particle movement analysis and the in-situ
approach correctly predict the island insensitivity and intervention effects. At this point,
we cannot determine which analysis is correct. However, in the next section, I will show
that considering split wh-NPIs in parallel with wh-questions leads to the conclusion that
wh-questions can be best captured by the in-situ approach.
4 What do split wh-NPIs tell us about wh-
interrogatives
In Chapter 3, I argued that split wh-NPIs are derived from non-split counterparts via particle
movement of -to. And in the previous section, it was shown that Hagstrom’s (1998) particle
movement analysis can capture island effects and intervention effects in wh-questions.
If wh-questions really involve particle movement as Hagstrom argues, it will mean that
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the long-distance dependency in split wh-NPIs and wh-questions are attained by the same
syntactic operation, particle movement. Then, the expectation that follows is that these
wh-constructions will display the same island behavior. However, we observed that split
wh-NPIs displayed stricter distributions than wh-questions. The former cannot be formed
across cooirdnate structures, adjunct islands, and wh-islands whereas the latter can. This













































‘Mary didn’t ask whether Mary met anyone.’
a. *NPI Mary-nun
   Mary-Top
‘Mary didn’t buy shoes and any clothes.’
Wh island


























‘Who is the person x such that Mary stole the present that Tom gave x?’
Under the traditional view of island effects as movement constraints, the contrast be-
tween (199) and (200) discredits the particle movement analysis to the wh-questions, while
supporting the same analysis to split wh-NPIs. However, one may argue that the question
partcle can undergo movement immune to island effects (i.e., migration), following Hagstrom
(1998), but such movement is not available for the focus particle -to. However, this kind of
analysis is not testable and cannot yield any predictions. Without independent evidence,
the ontological status of such movement is questionable.
Another attempt to pursue Hagstrom’s analysis for wh-questions will be to reject whole-
sale the traditional view on islands and to argue that island effects are Agree constraints
(Cable, 2010); that is, island boundaries block Agree. Under this new view on island effects,
the presence of island effects will indicate that a long-distance dependency across island
boundaries is formed via Agree. if no island effect is observed, it will suggest that the depen-
dency is formed via movement. With this new view of islands, the prediction is reversed. The











‘Which person x is such that Mary got angry because x came?’
Coordinate Structure Island
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analysis, the island sensitivity in (199) suggests that the wh-item and -to are base-generated
where they surface and try to establish an Agree relation in long-distance, which is blocked
by island boundaries. On the other hand, the island insensitivity in (200) will indicate that
the question particle is base-generated with the wh-item, at which point an Agree relation is
formed; the particle subsequently moves to interrogative C across island boundaries. Since
Agree is not attempted across island boundaries, island insensitivity can be correctly cap-
tured.
However, there is a reason to believe that island effects are movement constraint. Recall
that in Chapter 3, we observed that relativization is sensitive to island effects, which is il-
lustrated in (90), repeated in (201). Except for complex NP/DP environments, which may
not be islands in Korean, relativization out of islands cannot take place.
































‘The bribe x such that detective Kim got punished because he received x was
revealed as diamond.’
Complex NP



















‘The credit card x such that detective Kim caught the evidence that the culprit
used x was submitted as evidence.’
Relative clause














‘The gentleman x such that the car which x is driving is stylish has recently
















‘The police x such that reporter Pak asked who x arrested got promoted.’
Under the view of island effects as Agree constraints, one may argue that a head nominal
phrase and its corresponding gap are associated via Agree. That is, in the sentences above,
the island boundaries are interrupting the head nominal phrases to form Agree relations
with their corresponding gaps. However, as already argued in Chapter 3, there is evidence
for movement in deriving relative clauses. Recall that (99a), repeated in (202a), displays
a Condition C effect although the head nominal phrase is not c-commanded by the bound
pronoun. It was argued that the degradation is caused by a copy of the head nominal phrase
cheyphoha-ss-nun.ci 
arrest-Past-Adn-Q
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tj within the relative clause. If relativization is not derived by movement, there is no reason













‘The picture of Tom that he liked disappeared in the room.’ (Condition C)
Given that relativization involves movement, the relativization facts in (90‘) strongly
support the traditional view of island effects as movement constraints. This in turn suggests
that the island sensitivity in split wh-NPIs (199) and the island insensitivity in wh-questions
(200) can be best captured if particle movement takes place in the former but not in the latter.
Now that the particle movement analysis is not tenable to account for the wh-questions, the
only option we are left with is the in-situ approach.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
This chapter summarizes what has been discussed in the previous chapters, focusing on
answering the questions introduced in Chapter 1. I will also discuss remaining problems and
directions for future research.
1 Summary
This dissertation investigated the syntax and semantics of wh-NPIs, focusing on answering
the following questions:
• What syntactic mechanism is involved in wh-NPI licensing?
• What is the quantificational force of wh-NPIs?
• What interpretational mechanism is involved in the association between the wh-item
and -to in wh-NPIs?
In the Korean literature, wh-NPIs have been implicitly assumed to be single syntactic
units and their distribution has been described by a clause-mate condition that wh-NPIs
must be in the same clause as negation. However, in this dissertation, a new form of wh-NPI
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was introduced. When negation is located in a different clause from wh-NPIs, placing -to
at the edge of the immediately lower clause circumvents the violation of the clause-mate
condition. This new data has cast doubt on the single unit view of wh-NPIs, demanding a
new analysis of the syntactic licensing condition of wh-NPIs. In this dissertation, I argued
that wh-NPIs involve two different syntactic relations: a relation between -to and the wh-
item and a relation between negation and -to. I proposed that the wh-item and -to form a
syntactic relation at LF and enters the derivation together and that the relation between -to
and the NPI licenser is formed via Agree following recent work in the Minimalist Program.
However, departing from traditional unidirectional Agree (Chomsky, 2000, 2001), I proposed
that Agree can be established in an upward fashion, as illustrated in (203). According to
this proposal, an uninterpretable feature [uF] (probe) searches upward for its interpretable
matching feature [iF]. Should [iF] be found before [uF] is spelled-out, the probe will undergo
upward Agree in situ. If not successful, the unvalued [uF] will trigger movement of the probe
to the phase edge in order to avoid spell-out before its valuation.
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(203) Upward Agree Mechanics
[uF]
[uF] is c-commanded
by [iF] before spell-out
Agree




Moreover, it was argued that split wh-NPIs are derived from non-split wh-NPIs by move-
ment of -to in an effort to form an Agree relation with the NPI licenser. Assuming that
unvalued [uF] causes a derivational crash upon spell-out, in split wh-NPIs, when negation
enters a derivation much later than a wh-NPI (e.g., a different clause from wh-NPI), -to with
its [uNeg] feature has to escape from its spell-out domain in order to be valued against nega-
tion at a later stage of the derivation. This analysis correctly captures that the association
span between the wh-item and -to is determined by when negation enters a derivation. -to
will move from its base-generated position until it can access negation for Agree. Moreover,
this particle movement analysis provides a better understanding of the clause-mate effect
in wh-NPIs. A clause-mate effect is observed when -to with an unvalued [uNeg] fails to be
valued before spell-out.
The second question we addressed was what quantificational force wh-NPIs have. This
question has been a difficult one to resolve in Korean and Japanese for the following two rea-
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sons. Head-finalness of these languages makes the hierarchy between the NPI and negation
opaque. In concert with the structural opacity, the logical equivalence between narrow-scope
existential and wide-scope universal with respect to negation allowed most of the NPI data
to be analyzed by both the existential view and the universal view. In this dissertation, it
was argued that wh-NPIs are universal. This conclusion is based on two facts. Based on
Shimoyama’s (2011) diagnostic for Japanese wh-NPIs, it was shown that Korean wh-NPIs
scope over a quantificational adverb scoping over negation ∀ > Qadv> ¬. This scopal hierar-
chy cannot be paraphrased with narrow existential quantification, supporting the universal
view of wh-NPIs. Moreover, new syntactic environments were introduced where wh-NPIs
were unequivocally interpreted outside the scope of negation: raising-to-object constructions
and subject-to-subject raising constructions. After establishing that the scope of negation
cannot be expanded across a clausal boundary, it was shown that a wh-NPI that was inter-
preted in the matrix clause of these raising constructions could be licensed by negation in
the embedded clause. Since negation in an embedded clause cannot stretch its scope to the
matrix clause, NPI licensing in these environments suggests that wh-NPIs must be universal.
The answer to the previous question helps us to answer the last question - What semantic
mechanism is involved in interpreting wh-NPIs? First, we asked whether the wh-item and
-to are treated as a single LF unit and have to form a local relation. Based on the presence
of intervention effects, this hypothesis was rejected. We were thus left with a compositional
view for wh-NPIs. This dissertation has looked at a scalar analysis based on Lahiri (1998)
and Choi (2007) and a universal analysis built on Shimoyama (2006). Under the scalar
analysis, the wh-item was treated as an existential indefinite and as a result, it must appear
within the scope of negation.
On the other hand,-to is treated as ‘even’ and must scope over negation. Under the
universal analysis, however, it was argued that -to was a propositional universal quantifier
and the wh-item denoted a set of individuals. On this analysis, the wh-item and -to are
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interpreted together non-locally via point-wise semantic composition under the alternative
semantics framework (Hamblin, 1973; Rooth, 1985, 1996). In order to derive the desired
wide-scope universal with respect to negation, -to was argued to covertly move to a position
where it could take a propositional argument containing negation. This derives the desired
wide-scope reading over negation.












‘I didn’t tell that anyone ran.’
(205) a. Predicted LF structure for split wh-NPIs under the scalar analysis:
  [vP -to ... [Neg ... [CP 1 -to ... [ wh ... ]]]]]
b. Predicted LF structure for (204) under the universal analysis:
[vP -to ... [Neg ... [CP 1 -to ... [ wh ... ]]]]
However, they predicted different LF structures for non-split wh-NPIs surfacing outside the 
scope of negation as in (165), repeated in (206).
(206) Non-split wh-NPI construction
nwukwu-to chwumchwu.ci anh-ass-ta.
who-mo dance              Neg-Past-Decl
‘no one danced’
According to the scalar analysis, the wh-item will be interpreted under the scope of negation 
and -to outside of it. This will force the wh-item to be interpreted in its lower copy internal 
to vP. The universal analysis on the other hand, predicts that the wh-item will be interpreted 
where it surfaces. The predicted LF structures are illustrated in (207).
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(207) a. Predicted LF structure for (206) under the scalar analysis:
[wh-to ... [Neg [... wh ]]]
b. Predicted LF structure for (206) under the universal analysis:
[-to [wh-to ... [Neg [ ... ]]]]
The scalar analysis is very influential and has been applied to NPIs across languages because
it provides 1) a semantic account for why downward entailing operators are necessary for
NPI licensing and 2) a uniform analysis for free choice items (FCI) and NPIs. Given that
wh-to has both NPI and FCI usages, the scalar analysis seems to be a reasonable account.
However, as discussed in Chapter 4, this account cannot correctly capture the binding
relation and the scope interaction between quantificational adverbs and wh-NPIs. The
universal analysis on the other hand, can correctly capture the relevant data.
Finally, it was argued that investigating the syntax and semantics of wh-NPIs provides a
new window on long-distance dependency in Korean wh-in-situ questions. We first showed
that Korean wh-questions were not sensitive to island effects except for a wh-island effect,
and that they were susceptible to intervention effects. The presence of intervention effects
were interpreted as indicating a non-local dependency between a wh-item/phrase and in-
terrogative C following recent work on intervention effects (Pesetsky, 2000; Beck, 2006).
This ruled out a covert wh-movement analysis (Huang, 1982; Nishigauchi, 1990) for Korean
wh-questions. In addition, it was argued that the island (in-)sensitivity can be captured by
both a particle movement analysis (Hagstrom, 1998) and an in-situ analysis using alternative
semantic composition (Beck, 2006; Shimoyama, 2006). However, considering split wh-NPIs
in parallel with wh-questions helped us to tease apart which analysis is correct. Just like
wh-questions, split wh-NPIs displayed intervention effects, suggesting lack of covert wh-
movement. However, split wh-NPIs displayed stronger island sensitivity than wh-questions.
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The former could not be formed across coordination structures, adjunct clauses, and wh-
islands, whereas the latter was only sensitive to the wh-island environment. Based on this
observation, it was concluded that Korean wh-questions are best be analyzed by the in-situ
approach.
2 Theoretical contributions
This dissertation has three principal implications for research on 1) wh-in-situ questions
(and perhaps other wh-in-situ constructions), 2) the quantification of NPIs, 3) a typology of
wh-constructions.
Firstly, the investigation of split wh-NPIs provides new insights on whether wh-in-situ
questions involve movement for interpretation. Since Huang’s (1982) seminal work, many re-
searchers have proposed that wh-in-situ languages and wh-movement languages are alike, in
that establishing a local relation between C and wh-items (or a question particle/ operator)
is necessary for appropriate scope taking (Huang, 1982; Nishigauchi, 1990; Hagstrom, 1998;
Watanabe, 1992; Cable, 2010). However, there are other competing analyses, according to
which a local relation is not necessary for interpreting wh-questions (Shimoyama, 2006; Beck,
2006; Reinhart, 1998)) without resorting to any types of movement. Although progress has
been made, there is no deterministic evidence for one approach over the other. However,
considering wh-NPIs in parallel with wh-in-situ questions could tease apart which analysis
is correct. First, we established that both wh-constructions did not involve wh-movement
at LF based on their susceptibility to focus intervention effects. Having established that,
only overt movement is available in these wh-constructions if there is one. In addition, it
was observed that relativization out of islands displayed the same island behavior as split
wh-NPIs. These observations led us to conclude that split wh-NPIs involve movement of -to
in concert with the fact that the only overtly mobile part of wh-NPIs is the focus particle
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-to. We then compared split wh-NPIs and wh-questions with respect to island sensitivity,
and found that split wh-NPIs were sensitive to island effects whereas wh-questions were not.
This difference in island behavior tells us that Korean wh-questions may not involve any
type of movement for interpretation, favoring the in-situ approach.
Secondly, this dissertation introduces a new syntactic diagnostic for the quantificational
force of wh-NPIs. Quantificational force of wh-NPIs has been subject to debate. In languages
like Korean and Japanese, the hierarchical syntactic relationship between negation and NPIs
is opaque due to head-finalness. In addition to this structural opacity, the clause-mate ef-
fect has made it hard to test whether wh-NPIs are wide-scope universal or narrow-scope
existential with respect to negation. However, after observing that clause-mate effects can
be “lifted” in raising constructions, it was shown that wh-NPIs are successfully interpreted
in matrix clauses when negation is interpreted in the embedded clause. This observation
clearly suggests that wh-NPIs can be interpreted outside the scope of negation, supporting
the universal view of wh-NPIs. Shimoyama (2011) provides a semantic diagnostic for quan-
tificational force of Japanese wh-NPIs. That analysis was applicable to Korean NPIs as well.
However, for languages that more strictly follow immediate scope constraints, the syntactic
diagnostic using raising environments may help to determine which quantificational force
NPIs have.
Finally, this dissertation provides novel data on wh-NPIs, providing more data points
for typological work on this construction. Cable (2010) provides binary categorization of
languages: Q-adjunction languages and Q-projection languages, based on the distribution of
a particle that is associated with a wh-item (Q-particle in his term). Languages like Tlin-
git and Sinhala, where the particles cannot interrupt c-selection of a functional category,
are categorized as Q-projection languages. And languages that allow the particles between
a functional category and its complement or specifier are categorized as Q-projection lan-
guages. Based on the fact that in Japanese and Korean an indefinite marker can appear
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between a functional head and its c-selected phrases, Cable proposes that these languages
belong to Q-adjunction languages. However, as discussed in Chapter 3, the focus particle -to
cannot appear between a functional category and constituents c-selected by it. This means
that Korean will be categorized as a Q-projection language. Considering both wh-indefinites
and wh-NPIs in Korean, either the binary categorization may be too strict or the distribution
of the particles may not be a telling diagnostic for wh-typology.
3 Future direction: extension to FCIs
wh-to strings are ambiguous between NPI usage and Free Choice Items (FCIs) usage just
like any in English. They can be licensed in generic contexts, possibility and necessity modal
















‘Mary can eat any meat.’
Providing a uniform analysis for NPIs and FCIs has been a long-standing research goal.
Kadmon and Landman (1993) and Chierchia (2006) propose that any has a domain-widening
function. Regardless of whether it is used as an NPI or a FCI, any widens the domain of a
common noun it appears with along a contextual dimension. (209) shows domain-widening
under the NPI usage of any and (210) shows domain-widening under the FCI usage.
(209) NPI any
A: I can’t stand cats.
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B: What about kittens? They are very cute!
A: I can’t stand ANY cats. I am allergic to them.
(210) FCI any
a. An owl hunts mice.
b. Any owl hunts mice.
In the dialogue (209), when A said cats, B interpreted it as adult cats instead of every
entity belonging to the set of cats. Hence, in her answer, with the use of any, A widens the
contextual domain of B from adult cats to every type of cats, including kittens. In (210a),
an owl may ranges over healthy owls in a context, but in (210b), any owl will include any
marginal owls in a context like sick owls.
Lahiri (1998) on the other hand, proposes that Polarity Sensitive Items (PSIs) (e.g., any)
consist of an indefinite and the scalar operator ‘even’, regardless of whether it is used as an
NPI or a FCI. As discussed in Chapter 4 of this dissertation, under this analysis, the focus
semantic value of ‘any’ yields a least-likely scalar implicature and the indefinite denotes the
weakest cardinality predicate; hence, the most-likely one. In order to avoid implicature clash
between the indefinite and ‘even’, Lahiri proposed that the wh-indefinite has to be interpreted
under the scope of downward entailing operators. (See Chapter 4 for the details.) As for FCI
environments, assuming that a generic operator has universal quantification, Lahiri argues
that the indefinite behaves as a restrictor of the generic operator. Since the restrictor of
a universal quantification is a downward entailing environment, the indefinite, which is the
weakest predicate, becomes the strongest predicate in the generic environment. By virtue
of being the strongest predicate, the wh-item becomes the least-likely, which is compatible
with the implicature triggered by ‘even’.
Choi (2007) proposes that Korean wh-to string does not have a domain-widening effect by
arguing that a wh-item denotes a salient domain. Adopting Lahiri’s analysis, she proposes
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a uniform account for the NPI and the FCI wh-to. However, we observed that this analysis
cannot correctly capture some NPI data.
This dissertation has only focused on the NPI usage of wh-to. In the sprit of pursuing
a uniform analysis, it will be worthwhile to look at whether the universal analysis proposed
in this dissertation can be extended to the FCI usage of wh-to. In this dissertation, -to is
argued to be a universal propositional quantifier, which is illustrated in (158) and repeated
in (211).
(211) For JαKF ⊆ D<s,t>,
Jα -toKo,g = λw∀p[p∈ JαKF,g → p(w) = 1]
Jα -toKF,g = {λw∀p[p∈ JαKF,g → p(w) = 1]}
The universal force of FCIs can thus be supplied by -to itself. Under the universal analysis
(208a) will have a schematic LF as (212a) and be composed as in (215).1
(212) a. LF for (208) by the universal view:
[-to [[which bird] [ i [can [tifly ]]]]]
b. JcanKo = λp<s,t>λw′.∃w′′[w′′ is accessible from w′ & p(w′′) = 1]]
c. Jwhich birdKF = {x: x ∈ bird}
d. JflyKo = λxλw′′′[x fly in w′′′]
(213) J[-to [[which bird] [ i [can [tifly ]]]]]Ko,g = (by (211) )
λw∀p[p∈ J[[which bird] [ i [can [ti fly ]]]]KF,g → p(w) = 1] = (by PFA (194))
λw∀p[p∈ {f(x): f ∈ J[ i [can [ti fly ]]]KF,g & x ∈ Jwhich birdKF,g} → p(w) = 1] =
(by Generalization on PA (176))
λw∀p[p∈ {f(x): f ∈ λxJ[can [ti fly ]]]Ko,g[x/i] & x ∈ Jwhich birdKF,g} → p(w) = 1]
= (by Identity)
λw∀p[p∈ {f(x): f ∈ λxJ[can [ti fly ]]]Ko,g[x/i] & x ∈ {Dodo, Jay, ...}} → p(w) = 1]
= (by λ-conversion)
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λw∀p[p∈ {J[can [ti fly ]]Ko,g[D/i], J[can [ti fly ]]Ko,g[J/i], ... } → p(w) = 1] = (by
(212)a)
λw∀p[p∈ {λw′.∃w′′[w′′ is accessible from w′ & Jti flyKo,g[D/i],w
′
(w′′) = 1]],
λw′.∃w′′[w′′ is accessible from w′ & Jti flyKo,g[J/i],w
′
(w′′) = 1]], ...} → p(w) = 1]
= (by standard rules)
λw∀p[p∈ {λw′.∃w′′[w′′ is accessible from w′ & λw′[D fly in w′](w′′) = 1]],
λw′.∃w′′[w′′ is accessible from w′ & λw′[J fly in w′](w′′) = 1]], ...} → p(w) =
1]
According to the semantic composition above, the sentence (208a) has the meaning of map-
ping every proposition in the following set to ‘true’ in w, {[there is a world w′′ accessible
from w and Dodo flies in w′′], [there is a world w′′ accessible from w and Jay flies in w′′],
...}. This will be equivalent to saying that there is a world w” accessible from a world w and
every bird flies in w′′.
The universal analysis can correctly capture the interpretations of FCIs. However, this anal-
ysis does not provide a semantic account for what makes licensers licensers, which may foist
the burden of explanation on syntax. Even in the NPI usages, the distribution of wh-NPIs
is only captured by upward Agree. If FCIs are licensed by syntactic mechanism alone, just
like NPIs, they may display the same clause-effect that the NPIs exhibit. This prediction
is borne out. Note that in (214a), the FCI licenser l.swu.iss is located in the same clause
as etten mwuncey-to and the latter is successfully licensed as an FCI. However, in (214b),
the licenser is located in the matrix clause, and the FCI reading is degraded. Instead, the
wh-item is interpreted as an indefinite and -to as ‘also’.
1The definition of the possibility modal (212b) is modified from the focus semantic value of the modal
proposed by Kratzer and Shimoyama (2017). The original denotation is provided below:
(i) For JαKw,g ⊆ D<s,t>,
Jcan αKw,g = {λw′.∃w′′[w′′ is accessible from w′ & ∃p[p∈JαKw′,g & p(w′′) = 1]]}






















Int.*‘Tom can claim that Mary stole any jewelry.’ ‘Tom can claim that
Mary stole some jewelry also.’
We observed the same phenomenon with the NPI usage. When the NPI licenser negation
appeared in a different clause from a non-split wh-NPI, its wh-item and -to could only be
interpreted individually as a wh-indefinite and ‘also’ or ‘even’. It was argued that the clause-
mate effect was attributed to -to failing to undergo Agree with the NPI licenser. Therefore,
when -to moves to the edge of the immediately lower clause of negation, the NPI reading
becomes available. If the FCI usage of wh-to is licensed by the same syntactic condition, in
(214b), moving -to to the edge of the embedded clause will improve the FCI reading as well.













Int.‘Tom can claim that Mary stole any jewelry.’ ‘Tom can also/even claim that
Mary stole some jewelry.’
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The salient reading of the sentence above is the unassociated reading that the wh-item
is interpreted as an indefinite and -to as ‘also’ or ‘even’. However, when it is pronounced
with the same prosody as in split wh-NPIs – the wh-item starts an ip, ending with -to,
the FCI reading seems to be available to me. In order to make a correct judgement, the
availability of split wh-FCIs has to be confirmed by more Korean native speakers. However,
if it is attested, it will suggest that the FCI usage of wh-to is syntactically licensed. If the
envisaged account for wh-FCIs is on the right track, the NPI and the FCI usage of wh-to can
be captured by a single syntactic and semantic mechanism: upward Agree and alternative
semantic composition.
4 Concluding remarks
I would like to close this dissertation with some speculation on potential reasons for little
research on split wh-NPIs. This topic can be pursued by entertaining two questions: 1)
“What are the necessary ingredients for a language to have a split wh-NPI?”, 2) “What has
delayed the discovery of split wh-NPIs in Korean?”.
The first and the most obvious ingredient for wh-NPIs is productive wh-items. The
wh-items have to have some degree of indeterminateness, so that they can be part of an
NPI. Languages with this trait include Dutch, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Latin, Romanian,
Swedish, Tamil, among many others (Haspelmath, 1997). These indeterminate wh-items
combine with a certain particle (or a syntactic unit) and can form an NPI. Some examples
for such syntactic units will be Korean focus particle -to, Serbo-Croatian indefinite particle
ni, and English any (Haspelmath, 1997). Depending on how flexible the meaning of a wh-
item can be, numbers of wh-NPIs may differ. For instance, English wh-items are heavily
used for interrogatives compared to wh-indeterminate languages; hence, they seem to involve
the fewer number of wh-NPIs.


































(Haspelmath, 1997, p.270)‘Milan does not claim that anyone has come.’
2 Languages without such a locality requirement would not have a motivation for splitting, so the split
construction may not be available in those languages. English wh-NPI (e.g., anywhere) will belong to such
a category, of which the only structural requirement is c-command.
‘Mary didn’t go anywhere.’
English wh -NPI
Serbian/Croatian wh-NPI
‘Milan does not love anyone.’ (Haspelmath, 1997, p.271)
  The second ingredient for a language to have a split wh-NPIs may be a locality condition. 
According to our analysis of Korean wh-NPIs, the focus particle to has to be close enough to 
the NPI licenser in order to form an Agree relation. This locality requirement was argued to 
be the motivation of “splitting” in this dissertation. If this strategy were the only possible 
way to form a local relation, split wh-NPIs would have been easily spotted. However, there 
are other strategies to satisfy the locality requirement. For instance, in Korean, wh-NPIs 
can be scrambled to the clause where negation is located. In Serbo-Croatian, the particle 
ni is licensed by clause-mate negation as illustrated in (218). When negation is located in 
a different clause, a different particle i is used instead of ni as illustrated in (219). These 
alternative strategies will either preempt splitting or make it difficult to notice that splitting 
is available.2
       Mary didn’t go anywhere.
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Another potential aspect that makes it hard to spot split wh-NPIs can be found in
the comparison between Korean and Japanese. Unlike Korean, Japanese split wh-mo con-
structions have been discussed (Kuroda, 1997; Takahashi, 2002; Shimoyama, 2006). What
aspects of Japanese would have allowed split wh-mo constructions to be more recognizable
than Korean split wh-to? One big difference between these languages is that Korean bare
wh-indeterminates can be used as wh-indefinites, whereas the Japanese wh-items always
















Note that in (220a), Korean bare wh-item nwukwu is interpreted as an indefinite. How-
ever, Japanese counterpart in (220b) is ungrammatical without an indefinite particle ka.
The ambiguity in the Korean wh-item adds a layer of complexity in split wh-to construc-
tions unlike in the Japanese counterpart. In Japanese split wh-mo construction as in (221a),
the wh-item will only be interpreted with mo, which unambiguously shows the availability
of long-distance dependency between them. However, in Korean counterpart as in (221b),
the salient reading of the split wh-to string is an indefinite reading with a canonical prosodic
phrasing. Split wh-NPI will be available only when it is read with a certain prosodic phras-
ing: the wh-item starts an ip, ending with -to. I suspect that in Korean, this ambiguity of
the wh-item obscured the existence of split wh-NPIs in concert with an alternative strategy
to resolve the locality issue - scrambling.
nani-*(ka)
what-Indef


























‘Mary didn’t say that anyone is smart.’ (NPI)
‘Mary didn’t also say that someone is smart. (Indefinite)’ (Korean)
This comparison suggests that in languages in which wh-items have an independent usage
in their bare forms, split wh-NPIs will be hard to detect. On the other hand, in languages
without such ambiguity, split wh-NPIs will be easier to notice (e.g., Japanese). Moreover,
languages with such ambiguity must have a way to disambiguate them.
To summarize the discussion so far, the following will be the necessary conditions for
split wh-NPIs.
• Wh-items have some degree of indeterminateness.
• The particle (or the syntactic unit) associated with a wh-item has to be local to an
NPI licenser.
At this point, I am not sure whether languages with the traits above are common. If such
languages are rare, the scarcity of research on split wh-NPIs will be attributed to the limited
number of languages that may potentially have split wh-NPIs. However, if these types of
languages are common, some aspects of languages may obscure the existence of split wh-
NPIs as we observed in Korean. By comparing Korean with Japanese, the ambiguity of
Korean wh-bare forms was proposed as the main reason for the delayed discovery of split
wh-NPIs. It is not unlikely to assume that there may be other language-specific reasons.
Once we understand what they are, we may find that split wh-NPIs may not be as marked
as we have previously thought.
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